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Hello All,
This is an exciting time for SIPES. We have
a great board of fourteen enthusiastic folks
from eleven out of thirteen chapters. In
February, we met for a think tank and board
meeting in Dallas. In addition to approving a
new, updated online membership directory,
we brainstormed about SIPES’ role in the
geoscience community, who we are, and how
we can better serve our membership.
The five key functions of SIPES are
Membership, Education, Networking,
Annual Convention and Advertising. We are
striving to understand our members better.
On this year’s dues form, members were

the AAPG, HGS, and RMAG. Mr. DeMis is
a member of The University of Texas at
Austin Littlefield Society.
This paper was presented at the AAPG’s
national convention in 1996, where it won
Best Paper Award in the Division of
Professional Affairs. It was an invited presentation at the AAPG national convention in
2000 where it won Best Paper Award in the
Energy Mineral Division. The version published herein was originally published in the
Rocky Mountain Association of Geologist
bulletin, The Outcrop. It is reprinted with
permission.
(Continued on Page 21)

asked what chapter, if any, they were affiliated with, and what geologic organizations
they belong to. Some are at-large members,
even though they live in a chapter city. We
haven’t been effectively serving those members.
Several chapter representatives have asked
for input on technical sessions and luncheon
speaker ideas. Toward that end, we are
implementing a speaker’s bureau that will be
available to members on the SIPES website.
When you hear a good, engaging talk, email
sipes@sipes.org and let us know. That board
member will gather the information, update
the list and research additional topics. Ethics
speakers will be included, in order for chapters to offer their members CEU hours.
Various chapters offer field trips and symposiums that will be featured on the SIPES
(Continued on Page 9)

National, State & Environmental Information
The following report on national energy was prepared by
Patrick A. Nye, #3105. Vice President of National Energy
Dawn S. Bissell, #3095 prepared the state legislative news
which is largely information from the TBPG website. The
environmental report was prepared by J. L. Jones, #3088. The
views and opinions expressed are those of the authors. Some
of the information presented is in the public domain and is
available from a variety of sources; other references were
selected by the authors, and are noted in their reports.

 NATIONAL ENERGY

Natural Gas Texas – Some Good News!
Demand for natural gas is improving with
the first LNG export from Cheniere’s
Corpus Christi Terminal on December 11,
2018, with approximately 6 BCF in its hold
(See Photo 1). Since then, two more tankers
have set sail for export, the last one on
Christmas Day, for a total of 18 BCF for the
Patrickk Nye
partial month of December. Additional LNG
capacity is currently being installed with a
forecast of 4 BCFe per day for the Corpus Christi Terminal.
Exports to Mexico have also improved with the Texas
Eastern Transmission (Tetco) South Texas expansion.
Volumes into Mexico have increase from 4.2 BCFGPD in

Photo 1. Ingleside on the Bay, Texas – First Texas LNG Export.

2017, to 5 BCFGPD in 2018, primarily sourced by the South
Texas Eagle Ford Basin production. NAmerico is planning the
460-mile Pecos Trail natural gas pipeline that would stretch
from Waha Oil Field in the Permian, to just west of Corpus
Christi in Agua Dulce where it would connect to existing
pipelines into Mexico to feed power plants and liquified natural gas export facilities.

SI PES Headquar ters
4925 Greenville Avenue - Suite 1106
Dallas, Texas 75206-4019
Telephone: 214-363-1780
Fax: 214-363-8195
http://www.sipes.org
E-mail: sipes@sipes.org
Source: Energy Information Administration.
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The SIPES Quarterly is published by the
Society of Independent Professional Earth Scientists.
Send your comments, letters, address changes and
advertising inquiries to the SIPES Headquarters
in Dallas, Texas.

The U.S. Just Became a net Oil Exporter
for the First Time in 75 Years!
(Bloomberg)
According to Bloomberg, the U.S. has just become a net oil
exporter, the result of the thousands of oil wells pumping
from the Texas Permian Basin. Thanks to the shale revolution
and technological advancements in drilling and production,
the U.S. surpasses Saudi Arabia and Russia as the world’s
largest oil producer. This milestone was achieved just as
OPEC and its allies were convening in Vienna to agree on
output cuts. Oil prices have fallen sharply as demand forecast
is projected to fall.
(Continued)
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NATIONAL, STATE & ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION CONTINUED
 STATE LEGISLATIVE NEWS
The Texas Board of Professional
Geoscientists had been recommended for
abolishment by the State of Texas Sunset
Commission.
After a period of public comments and
hearings: on Wednesday, November 14,
2018, the Sunset Advisory Commission
voted 10–2 to continue the Texas Board of
Dawn Bissellll
Professional Geoscientists (TBPG) through
September 1, 2025. The Sunset Advisory Commission also
adopted a number of new recommendations to the Texas
Geoscience Practice Act.
The Licensing Recommendations include:
•
Eliminate the statutory notarization requirement for
individuals applying for the professional geoscientist license.
•
Eliminate the statutory letter of reference requirement for individuals applying for a professional geoscientist
license.
•
Direct the board to eliminate the letter of reference
requirement for individuals applying to register as a geoscientist-in-training.
•
Direct the board to discontinue geoscience firm registration.
Enforcement Recommendations include
•
Amend Texas Occupations Code to increase the
board’s maximum administrative penalty amount from $100
to $1,500 per day for each violation.
o
The application of the maximum penalty
should be limited to only the most serious offenses.
•
Direct the board to cease routinely opening unlicensed public practice complaints against expired licensees
who failed to timely renew.
•
Direct the board to further develop policies guiding
the administrative dismissal of complaints by staff, specifically
to provide staff clear direction to handle continuing education
complaints unless aggravating circumstances require board
involvement.
•
Direct the board to publish its penalty matrix on its
website.
Sunset Commission Across-the-Board Recommendations
•
Apply the Sunset across-the-board recommendation
to provide that the governor designates the presiding officer of
the board to provide a direct line of accountability between
the board chair and the governor.
•
Apply the Sunset across-the-board recommendation
to require the agency to develop a training manual that each
board member attests to receiving and reviewing annually, and
require existing board member training to include information
about the scope of and limitations of the board’s rulemaking
authority, including potentially anticompetitive behavior.
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•
Apply the Sunset across-the-board recommendation
regarding complaint processing for complaints against the
board.
•
Apply the Sunset across-the-board recommendation
regarding alternative dispute resolution.
The new recommendations and the continuation of the
TBPG will require the Texas Geoscience Practice Act to be
amended in the upcoming legislative session. (http://www.
tbpg.state.tx.us)

Texas Reciprocity Agreements
The Texas Geoscience Practice Act authorizes the TBPG to
license a person who has not met the examination requirement if the person is licensed or registered to practice a discipline of geoscience under the law of another state or foreign
country. It allows the Board to issue licenses to applicants who
provide proof of licensure or registration under requirements
that the Board determines to be substantially similar to those
established by the Act.
To encourage licensure by reciprocity, TBPG has been
working with other states to facilitate agreements and promote cooperative licensure. Current Reciprocity Agreements
include the states of Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Louisiana, and Wyoming. (http://www.tbpg.state.tx.us/tbpg/
reciprocity-agreements)

 ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
Global Climate Change:
A General Discussion

Current Background
We all are aware that there is much discussion and argumentation about causes of
global warming, climate change and what
the main factors are that affect the climate. I
have read articles in the past that refute the
current prevailing cause of climate change.
The main global organization presenting
reports for international and government
JJ. L.
L Jones
J
utilization for climate data and policies is the
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change). IPCC
draws on the work of hundreds of scientists from all over the
world and provides data and reports to policy makers at all
levels of government to make sound, evidenced-based decisions. IPCC is the leading international body for climate
assessment change.
IPCC produced a report in October 2018 on the impacts of
global warming of 1.5° C above pre-industrial levels and
related greenhouse gases pathways. IPCC provided the scientific basis for action taken under the Paris Agreement. IPCC
was established by the United Nations Environmental Program
(UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).
(Continued)
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NATIONAL, STATE & ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION CONTINUED
The IPCC attempts to influence government policy decision
regarding action taken to affect global warming, and currently
states that CO2 increases, and greenhouse gases are two direct
causes of global warming.
MIT Professor Richard Lindzen referred to the IPCC predictions as “a children’s exercise.” “What a terrifying basis
for a devastating and totally unnecessary energy and economic proposal.” In general, many websites and scientists do
not agree that an increase in CO2 is totally responsible for
global warming.
NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration)
maintains and monitors CO2 data. The posting on their site
(climate.NASA.gov) in September 2018 was 409 ppm CO2.
One of the main CO2 measurement stations is Mauna Loa
observatory in Hawaii that has monitored CO2 since 1950 to
the current time. There are many statements referring to the
increase in CO2 levels since 1950. However, their data is not
placed into the context of historical data. Missions that record
CO2 are the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) and the
Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO_2).

Factors that Influence Global Warming
The theory of Milankovitch Cycles is named after Serbian
astronomer and geophysicist Milutin Milankovitch who in the
1920s, postulated three cyclical movement patterns related to
the Earth’s orbit and rotation and the resultant effect on
Earth’s climate. These cycles include axial tilt (obliquity),
elliptical eccentricity, and axial precession. Together these
cycles affect long-term changes in Earth’s climate due to
orbital forcing.
The Earth’s axis is always tilted, and currently is at 23.4
degrees from the vertical. This tilt is responsible for the seasons on Earth. For example, during winter in the Northern
Hemisphere (NH), the Earth is closer to the Sun, but due to
the orbital tilt the NH is further from the Sun. The axial tilt
varies from 22.1 to 24.5 degrees over long periods of time,
about 41,000 years. A more exaggerated tilt corresponds to
more severe seasons such as warmer summers and colder
winters. A lesser exaggerated tilt corresponds to cooler summers and warmer winters. This can lead to increased periods
of glaciation due to cooler summers which results in less ice
loss and more glaciation in winter due to more precipitation
(CredibleHulk.org).
Axial Precession: At any given obliquity (axial tilt), the
direction of the Earth’s rotational axis can wobble around the
vertical in it own cycles (produces a circular orbit) even while
maintaining a constant angle between the rotational axis and
the vertical. This is influenced by gravitation upon Earth by
the Sun and Moon. In approximately 25,771 years, the Earth
completes an entire cycle of precession - this accounts for
changes in the North Star from Polaris to Vega in about
26,000 years. Currently, the NH is closer to the Sun in winter
and further away during summer which makes winters less
cold and summers cooler.
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Aphelion is the term used when the orbit of the Earth is
further away from the Sun. Perihelion is the term used when
Earth’s orbit is closest to the Sun. Eccentricity cycles last
90,000 to 100,000 years. Obliquity cycles last 40,000 years
and a precession cycle lasts 26,000 years.
Orbital Eccentricity: this refers to how elliptical the
Earth’s orbital path is around the sun. The greater the eccentricity of a planet, the less circle-like and the more elliptical
(oval-like). An ellipse has an eccentricity greater than or equal
to zero, but less than one. An eccentricity value of zero corresponds to a perfect circle and a value of one corresponds to
a parabola. At higher eccentricity values (but less than 1),
there is a greater discrepancy between a planet’s perihelion
and aphelion. Earth’s orbital eccentricity changes over cycles
of about 100,000 years due to gravitational influences of massive planets such as Jupiter and Saturn. During these cycles,
Earth’s orbital eccentricity varies between e=0 (perfect circle)
to about e=0.06.
Solar Insolation: this accounts for solar rays that hit the
Earth. The intensity of solar energy at a distance of one astronomical unit (distance from Sun to Earth) is the solar constant
S. This is the energy received for a unit area directly facing the
Sun. The total exposure to the rays from the Sun is generally
known as insolation. Greater insolation results in greater heating. The total solar energy received per unit area is affected by
the orbit of the Earth around the Sun and by the obliquity,
which is the tilt of the Earth’s axis at the same point.
Therefore, both obliquity and eccentricity affect global warming and climate, and vary in cycles over millions of years. The
solar insolation when Earth is exactly 1 astronomical unit
from the Sun is I= S (ii R squared)/4ii R squared=S/4 (web.
orchive.com, Nov. 19, 2007).
Eccentricity is the only Milankovitch Cycle that affects total
annual insolation on the Earth. The total solar energy varies
between 0.0 and 0.06. Insolation should vary by a factor of 1
to a factor of 1.0018 for a given solar output. Currently
Earth’s eccentricity is approximately e=0.017 which works
out to be 1.00014. Currently the variation is not very significant (CredibleHulk.org).
Apsidal Precession: The theory of Milankovitch Cycles
also predicts that the orientation of Earth’s entire elliptical
orbit path rotates in cycles of 21,000 years. The location of
perihelion in Earth’s orbit changes over thousands of years.
Evidence suggests that changes of the perihelion work in combination with axil precession cycles to affect temporal and
geographical insolation and precipitation patterns.
Orbital Inclination: The planets and asteroids follow elliptical orbits in accordance to Kepler’s first law and do not all
orbit in the same plane. Their orbital planes are often inclined
with respect to one another and the angles of inclination vary
over time. The Earth’s orbital plane is termed the plane of the
Ecliptic.
(Continued)
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NATIONAL, STATE & ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION CONTINUED
The inclination angles of planets and asteroids are computed in reference to the Earth’s Ecliptic inclination being zero.
The inclination of the ecliptic changes over time of a cycle
approximately 70,000 years. This is known as the Precession
of the ecliptic - the impact on climatological effects is still
being evaluated.

Economics
The industrial revolution has brought technological and
scientific changes and progress. The advent of modern tractors and advances in plant varieties and cultivation techniques
has brought increases in food production that has fed a growing population. The use of fossil fuels enabled this and any
increases in CO2 ppm in the atmosphere has aided plant
growth.
Positive effects upon economic value added to global crop
production via CO2 enrichment has been investigated in many
locations throughout the world. Elevated levels of atmospheric CO2 have been conclusively shown to stimulate plant production and growth. For a 300 ppm increase in the CO2 content of the atmosphere, herbaceous plant biomas is typically
enhanced by 25 to 55%. This consideration is absent from
today’s social cost and discussion of the effect of increased
CO2 levels to society.
In estimating the monetary benefits of rising atmospheric
CO2 concentrations on global food production, there is a
study that provides a quantitative estimate of the monetary
benefits conferred by atmospheric CO2 enrichment on both
historic and future global crop production. The results indicate that the “total monetary value of the benefit grew from
$18.5 billion in 1961 to over $40 billion by 2011 amounting to
a total sum of $3.2 trillion over the 50-year period from 1961
to 2011. Projecting the monetary value of this positive externality forward in time reveals it will likely bestow an additional $9.8 trillion on crop production between now and
2050.” www.CO2science.org: This website is based in
Arizona, and is devoted to factors that affect plant growth, and
their mission is to compile science studies, data, and agricultural experiments that disseminate accurate and scientific data
to the public. On this site one will find tables illustrating the
percentage change of plant biomas due to controlled CO2
increases of 300, 600, and 900 ppm CO2. The experimental
conditions are stated in individual experiment results. In one
table, increases of percent dry weight (biomas) are shown
from 64 to 170%.
We can also review “Lies, Damn Lies and Electric Cars” by
Jory A. Pacht, #3054, in the August 2013 SIPES Quarterly.
Mr. Pacht compared his son’s Honda Civic (non-hybrid) with
the Chevy Volt and he found his son’s Honda had a lower
carbon footprint using 2008 data for energy sources. The
results do depend on energy source, but in any event, if one
reviews the article again, one can understand that there is not
a big difference in the carbon footprint with all factors
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involved and the hybrid car may cost more which may also
include a government subsidy which is paid by all taxpayers.

In Conclusion
Certainly, based on NASA’s CO2 measurements, taken at
their station at Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii from 1950
to current time, increases in CO2 ppm have occurred and the
current level is about 405 ppm. The NASA mission is the
AIRS (atmospheric infrared sounder) an instrument aboard
the Aqua satellite. NASA plans other satellites in the future
and will have instruments that will be attached to the
International Space Station. Go to the NASA website and
under the tab NASA Science you will find a complete list of
instruments, along with their missions or purposes.
All the data from Mauna Lau on CO2 levels has been collected since 1950 and is not placed into a historical context.
When placed into the context of geologic time over the last
100 million years - compared to historic data, 405 ppm CO2
may not be that significant.
Only since the early 2000s have more modern satellites and
their contained instrumentation been, or planned to be,
placed into the atmosphere. CO2 ppm since 1880 have supposedly gone from about 280 ppm up to 400 ppm; most of the
increase has occurred since 1970. Placed into a historical
context, the recent changes in temperature and CO2 levels are
not obviously catastrophically high.
Why would mankind expect sea level and temperatures to
remain constant? If it were not for global warming since the
last ice age, the industrial revolution, population growth and
increased areas for cultivation and farming would not have
occurred; there would be no bread basket in the Midwest U.S.
to feed the rest of the world.
About 30-65 mya during the Paleocene warming period,
CO2 levels were around 800 ppm. At about 30 mya, CO2
declined to 400 ppm along with a cooler climate and the
Antarctic ice sheet formed. A further decline of CO2 to 300
ppm occurred and there is evidence of the formation of the
north polar cap. About 10,000-12,000 ya, the last ice age
occurred, and CO2 levels began to rise to current levels, particularly since 1880 to current time.
Dr. Tim Ball has a different perspective which you might
find interesting on his website - drtimball.com. Dr. Ball states,
“CO2 is not causing global warming or climate change.” Dr.
Ball states that human-caused CO2 is not the sole cause of
global warming. Dr. Ball claims “that CO2 variability does not
correlate with temperature at any point in the last 600 million
years; atmospheric levels are currently at the lowest levels
compared to that period. In the 20th century most warming
occurred before 1940 when human production of CO2 was
very small.”
Read his discussion on Dr. Ferenc Miskolczi’s argument
against CO2 as the cause of temperature change. Also read
(Continued)
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NATIONAL, STATE & ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION CONTINUED
about Dr. Ball under the tab “ABOUT” on his website. Dr.
Ball states that we do not have enough historical data to be
able to scientifically determine how much global warming is
caused by the natural forces in the Universe, and how much of
the global warming is due to human society and activity as the
main source of the current global warming.
I would like to refer to a recent climate article in the May/
June 2016 SIPES Quarterly because what John Kimberly
stated certainly highlighted the problem. The original statements were taken from the AAPG Explorer (April 2016 edition) as “The human role in climate change has split the science community into two camps: those who believe in a
human cause for climate change, and those who see climate
change as a result of largely natural resources.” “Plate tectonics was a scientific debate based on data. Climate change is a
political debate based on digital models.” “The political
nature of the debate has given rise to data manipulation,
alarmism, appeals to consensus, and ad hominem attacks.
These have no role in the scientific process and should be
condemned by all scientists.”
Is it anthropogenic global warming or just plain global
warming? We must separate natural variations in global temperature from anthropogenic changes. To accomplish this, we
must establish a more complete historical database and evaluate how all the natural forces have affected variations in CO2
levels and temperature. We do know that sea levels change
over time and that global warming does produce more habitat
for agricultural and human population growth.

Information Sites and Sources
www.noaaclimate.gov
www.co2science.org: source of information and facts
www.climate.nasa.gov: NASA site. It is a general government
science mission site
www.sciencing.com: info on rotation and tilt
www.crediblehulk.org: general info on cycles and climate
www.drtimball.com: a site for a contrarian opinion

www.princeton.edu: general scientific info
www.earth-systems-dynamics.net: interactive open access journal of the European Geoscience union
www.ipcc.ch: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

Recent News Items
The Earth’s ozone layer about Antarctic is beginning to
heal-ozone depleting gases such aerosols and coolants have
been curtailed global wise. “It’s really good news,” said report
co-chair Paul Neumann, chief earth scientist at NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center.
Ozone shields Earth from ultraviolet rays that cause skin
cancer, crop damage and other problems. In 1987, countries
around the world agreed in the Montreal Protocol to phase of
CFCs (Chlorofluorocarbons) and businesses came up with
replacements for spray cans. This year, the ozone hole over
the South Pole peaked at 9.6 million square miles, which is
about 16% smaller than the biggest hole recorded in 2006 at
11.4 million square miles. (ABC News - a recent post)
Harvard University reports that they are investigating taking CO2 from power plants and heavy industry, and with
renewable energy, converting the CO2 into CO which is a
starting material used in many industrial processes. (www.
sciencedaily.com)
Artic oceans blanket of sea ice has changed from predominantly older, thicker ice to mostly younger thinner ice. Ron
Kwok of NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
California has compiled data on artic ice thickness utilizing
newer satellite data and sixty years of declassified U.S. Navy
submarine sonar data from the artic area. Kwok found that
artic older ice has shrunk by an area of 800,000 square miles.
Today almost 70% of ice cover consists of new ice that forms
in the winter and melts in the summer. Older multiyear ice is
thicker, stronger and rougher than seasonal ice. Seasonal ice is
more vulnerable to changes in the weather and more easily
pushed around by high winds. (posted on NASA’s website in
October 2018, www.climatenasa.gov).
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
In accordance with the SIPES Constitution, By-Laws & Code of Ethics, the following announcement
of new members unanimously approved by the SIPES Membership Committee during the last quarter is
printed below.
Any member in possession of information which might possibly disqualify an applicant is asked to submit this information to the secretary of the society (John H. Newberry) within thirty days of this publication.
To be considered, this information should be in writing and bear the writer's name. If this information is
received within thirty days after the publication of the applicant's name, the SIPES Board of Directors must
reconsider its previous approval of the applicant. The board's action, after consideration of such new information, shall be final.
Barry J. Rava, National Membership Committee
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2019 SIPES CORNERSTONE GROUP
Many thanks to the members listed below
for their continuing support of our society
0Oil Finder – $1200

William C. Burkett — Midland, TX
Stewart Chuber — Schulenburg, TX
Ralph J. Daigle — The Woodlands, TX
David A. Eyler — Midland, TX
Charles A. Lundberg III — Dallas, TX
Marc D. Maddox — Midland, TX
Patrick A. Nye — Corpus Christi, TX
Michael A. Pollok — Purcell, OK
Barry J. Rava — Houston, TX
Stephen D. Reynolds — Denver, CO
D. Craig Smith — Midland, TX

0Driller – $750

Michael N. Austin — Westminster, CO
Dawn S. Bissell — Corpus Christi, TX
Walter S. Light, Jr. — Houston, TX

0Prospector – $500

Randolph Acock — Corpus Christi, TX
Avinash C. Ahuja — Corpus Christi, TX
James K. Applegate — Denver, CO
Raymond N. Blackhall — Cypress, TX
Louis C. Bortz — Denver, CO
Bruce M. Brady III — Midland, TX
Lanny O. Butner — Wichita, KS
Brian S. Calhoun — Corpus Christi, TX
George M. Carlstrom — Centennial, CO
Wendell R. Creech — Midland, TX
Douglas A. Draves — Tonasket, WA
Ralph C. Duchin — Tucson, AZ
Dan Earl Duggan — Fort Worth, TX
Thomas E. Ewing — San Antonio, TX
James A. Gibbs — Dallas, TX
William T. Goff III — Littleton, CO
Patrick J. F. Gratton — Dallas, TX
W. Kenneth Hall — Fort Worth, TX
James H. Henderson — Dallas, TX
Gary C. Huber — Centennial, CO
George S. Johnson — Amarillo, TX
Ralph O. Kehle — The Hills, TX
John E. Kimberly — Midland, TX
Thomas M. Kirby — San Antonio, TX
Constance N. Knight — Golden, CO
Kirk C. Kolar — Edmond, OK
Robert C. Leibrock — Fort Worth, TX
Brian K. Miller — Midland, TX
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Donald P. Muth, Sr. — Plano, TX
John H. Newberry — Austin, TX
Michael A. Oestmann — Midland, TX
Arthur J. Pansze, Jr. — Arvada, CO
A. Scott Ritchie — Wichita, KS
James D. Robertson — Fort Worth, TX
Richard H. Sams — Atlanta, GA
Carol M. Shiels — Kaufman, TX
Daniel L. Smith — Houston, TX
Stephen M. Smith — Houston, TX
William M. Smith — Houston, TX
Gary L. Thompson — Centennial, CO
Michael R. Vasicek — Midland, TX
Melanie K. Westergaard — Golden, CO
Larry R. Wollschlager — Midland, TX
Robert M. Wynne, Jr. — Magnolia, TX

0Roughneck – $250

Jeffrey L. Allen — Houston, TX
Randall L. Anderson — Midland, TX
Ernest Angelo, Jr. — Midland, TX
Byron A. Bachschmid — Midland, TX
William C. Bahlburg — Plano, TX
Fred H. Behnken — Midland, TX
William J. Bippus — The Woodlands, TX
Richard S. Bishop — Houston, TX
Wilbur C. Bradley — Wichita, KS
Gilbert D. Brown — Amarillo, TX
W. Scott Brown — San Antonio, TX
William T. Brown, Jr. — Denver, CO
Leo C. Carr — Midland, TX
Duncan D. Dubroff — Houston, TX
Merle J. Duplantis — Mandeville, LA
Arlen L. Edgar — Midland, TX
James P. Evans III — Franklin, LA
Roger A. Freidline — Midland, TX
Donald C. Gifford — Dallas, TX
Jeremy T. Greene — Houston, TX
Harold W. Hanke — Oklahoma City, OK
Edward W. Heath — Durango, CO
Albert R. Hensley — Rockwall, TX
Michael E. Lucente — Corpus Christi, TX
Sally J. Meader-Roberts — Midland, TX
Wayne D. Miller — Midland, TX
William B. Mueller — Midland, TX
Marvin A. Munchrath — Lafayette, LA
F. X. O'Keefe — Denver, CO

Gerald S. Pitts — Midland, TX
Thomas E. Poché — Lafayette, LA
John M. Rakowski — Florissant, CO
David L. Read — Highlands Ranch, CO
John C. Roberts — Bethany, OK
George W. Roth — Fort Worth, TX
Patrick M. Rutty — Littleton, CO
Delmer L. Sloan — Midland, TX
Joe H. Smith — Plano, TX
Stephen A. Sonnenberg — Golden, CO
John R. Stephens — Dallas, TX
Charles J. Swize — Pattison, TX
C. Al Taylor, Jr. — Reston, VA
James Travillo — Oxford, MS
William G. Watson — Midland, TX
Clifford J. Williams — Mandeville, LA
Mark A. Worthey — McKinney, TX
James M. Zotkiewicz — Metairie, LA

0Investor – $100

Richard C. Blackwell — Midland, TX
Rex D. Coppedge — Dallas, TX
Scott G. Heape — Addison, TX
William M. Kazmann — Richardson, TX
Bill Layton — San Antonio, TX
James F. O'Connell — Amarillo, TX
Gary W. Palmer — Midland, TX
H. Vaughan Watkins, Jr. — Madison, MS

0Scout – $50

James L. Beaver, Jr. — Houston, TX
E. Bernard Brauer — Corpus Christi, TX
Martin M. Cassidy — Cypress, TX
Robert A. Cooksey — Richardson, TX
Jasha Cultreri — Midland, TX
Peter A. Emmet — Cypress, TX
William J. Furlong — New Orleans, LA
Thomas E. Gentry — Midland, TX
Monty J. Gist — Midland, TX
Eduardo Gonzales — Carrollton, TX
William R. Guffey — Dallas, TX
Steven R. Lockwood — Austin, TX
George D. Severson — New Orleans, LA
Tiffany M. Stephens — Oklahoma City, OK
Joseph C. Struckel — Edmond, OK
Richard Wilkerson — Houston, TX
Travis C. Wilson — Norman, OK
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The SIPES 56 th Annual Meeting & 2019 Convention Presents
The Sphere of Independence: Sharing Successful Strategies

June 3-6

Estes Park, Colorado

PRESIDENT'S COLUMN CONTINUED

Carol Shiels in Palo Duro Canyon.

website. I have visited with members
who would have liked to attend other
chapters’ field trips if they had known.
For instance, the Dallas Chapter is hosting a Palo Duro Canyon Field Trip in
early May, with John Holbrook and his
grad student out of TCU, featuring
Depositional Systems of the Triassic
Dockum Group. We all have fond memories of field trips!!
Networking will be facilitated by board
members reaching out to chapter members holding the correlative position.
For instance, the national membership
committee chair will be the chapter
membership chairman’s resource. As
national president, I have begun the process of contacting the chapter chairs to
update them, and to hear their input on
at least a quarterly basis. Several chapters have websites that are linked to
www.sipes.org. National Board Member
Jeff Allen of the Houston Chapter is the
editor of a monthly chapter newsletter.
Members can access it through the
national website's link to www.sipeshouston.org. The Midland Chapter’s
website is www.sipesmidland.org. The
links to chapters with websites are under
the tab "Organization" then "Chapters."
Some chapters provide online links to
their annual sponsors’ business cards.
Our 2019 Annual Convention will be
at the historic Stanley Hotel in Estes
Park, Colorado the first week in June.
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SIPES Houston Chapter website

SIPES Midland Chapter website

Our theme “The Sphere of Independence: Sharing Successful Strategies” is
about SIPES Members sharing their strategies with other SIPES Members. The
Denver Chapter has assembled a cadre of excellent technical talks, tours and a
Rocky Mountain National Park field trip. Estes Park is about an hour northwest
of Denver, where the closest airport is located. We’re going to drive. You have
probably received the registration book in the mail by now. Katie has done a great
job procuring all the data and creating the beautiful finished product. Please make
the time to peruse it. The Denver Convention Committee and faithful SIPES
Members assembled excellent sponsorships and advertising.
This brings me to the final function we identified: Advertising. Not only should
we feature advertisements in our publications and on our website, but we also
need to take out SIPES ads and sponsorships in other reputable professional
earth science organizations’ publications. We plan to have a more prominent
presence in the earth science community, particularly in sponsoring college
scholarships. Direct and timely communication with university geology departments will better identify students we can assist. Mentoring is our legacy.
Thank you for your faithful loyalty to SIPES. We are an exceptional organization of passionate professionals. I feel honored to serve as your president.
Best Wishes Always,
Carol
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Chapter News
DENVER
As 2018 came to a close and the holidays were approaching, the Denver
Chapter had only two luncheons planned
in the final quarter. For the October program, we hosted Paul Trost, professor of
geochemistry at Colorado School of
Mines. Dr. Trost is co-founder of an
enhanced oil recovery company,
SURTEK, and sole proprietor of Mtarri,
Inc., the patent holder of EORGAS
technology. He earned a B.S. degree in
chemistry from Notre Dame University
and a Ph.D. in geochemistry from the
Colorado School of Mines.
Dr. Trost’s presentation was on the
EORGAS technology.
This technology has
unique primary, secondary, and tertiary oil
recovery
benefits,
such as lowering interPaul Trost
facial tension, increasing matrix permeability, and recovering
oil faster than CO2 floods and at lower
pressures. The process requires only
50% as much gas per barrel of oil recovered as compared to conventional CO2.
EORGAS is primarily a mixture of CO2,
N2, and minor amounts of CO, however,
it is the CO that is the “workhorse” of
the gas mixture. It lowers the interfacial
tension, mobilizes asphaltenes, and
increases the rate of oil recovery. It
increases matrix permeability and allows
operations at lower pressures and immiscible conditions. Because the CO is noncorrosive, the added costs of corrosion
resistant materials that are required for

CO2 floods are not required. The unique
triple bonding and polarity of the CO
molecule consequently results in a small
molecular diameter, and a low solubility
in water as compared to CO2. This
allows for the gas to migrate into oilrich, low permeability by-passed pay
zones. EORGAS technology is ideal for
enhanced recovery applications for shale
projects and small existing sub-economic waterfloods. A detailed write-up on
this technology appears in the May 2018
edition of World Oil.
The November luncheon featured
Denise Stone, #3057, speaking on the
“Exploration History of Northwestern
Kenya: 1980 to Present.” Her talk
addressed the challenges of finding oil,
producing it, and getting it to market
economically, in a remote frontier exploration province of Kenya over a span of
forty years. While working for the
Amoco Production Company in the
early 1980s, she was involved in an
intense exploration effort for Cretaceous
and Tertiary reservoirs charged by a
world class source rock. After five years
and three wildcat wells later, the Amoco
acreage block was farmed-out to Shell
which was equally unsuccessful. Finally,
twenty years later, Tullow Oil and their
partners Africa Oil and Total, drilled the
Ngamia- 1, a discovery well in the
Lokichar Basin. The well had over 200
m of net reservoir sandstone with good
permeability. This successful well
prompted 3D seismic acquisitions in the
area, which resulted in the drilling of
over thirty wells in two different play
types. By 2023, oil production from the

Lokichar Basin is forecast to be over 150
MBOPD. This discovery in a remote
frontier basin has made a significant
impact on the country of Kenya and the
local Turkana population.
Denise is a petroleum
geological consultant
specializing in reservoir description, operations, and field studies
of conventional oil
fields. Her current
interest is focused in
the Cook Inlet of Alaska Denise Stone
and recent activity in East Africa. Denise
earned a B.S. degree in geology from
Texas Christian University and an M.S.
degree in geology from Memphis State
University. She had worked for Amoco/
BP for eighteen years in various technical positions and has been a consultant
since 2003. She is a past president of the
Houston Geological Society, and was
lead editor for AAPG Memoir 104, “Oil
and Gas Fields of the Cook Inlet,
Alaska.”
The year concluded with a holiday
dinner party at the Pinehurst Country
Club of West Denver. Generous donations by Doug Isern, and SIPES
Members Connie Knight, Neil Sharp,
Travis Brown, and an anonymous donor
provided beverage tickets to the attendees. A special thanks to these donors their generosity helped kick off the holiday season.
Jerry Cuzella
Secretary



SIPES 2019 National Dues
SIPES 2019 National Dues invoices were sent out in early December. Please notify the
Dallas office at (214) 363-1780 or sipes@sipes.org if you did not receive an invoice.
We are asking members to advise us of their chapter affiliation so we can
update our records and improve communication with the chapters.
10
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
HOUSTON
In October, Bill Bippus called the
meeting to order. He recognized Walter
Light, #3265, as the hospitality sponsor.
Walter mentioned getting out the old
prospects. Bill Bippus mentioned that
the proposed half-day seminar scheduled for January has been postponed
until March. Next, he introduced the
SIPES National Board Members present, including President Carol Shiels.
There was a short discussion about the
national convention that has a budget
and usually makes a profit. Denver is
hosting this year’s convention in Estes
Park, Colorado. Larry Miller was recognized as a new member and presented
with his stamp.
Steve Adcock then introduced Rick
Schrynemeeckers to present his luncheon talk on “Making Money with
Mature Fields.” Schrynemeeckers gave
his presentation on the use of high- resolution geochemical surveys to improve
targeting of sweet spots in mature
hydrocarbon producing areas. The tool
employs geochemical methods with
seismic data as the foundation, utilizing
Gore-Texture material similar to the
jackets buried in the ground for up to 21
days to collect samples of hydrocarbons
measuring C2-C20. Surface Geochem
lacks scale, but the micro-seepage has
associated pressure, porosity and net
pay thicknesses. This data is then calibrated to the nearby well control with
oil, gas or dry hole conditions. He made
a very good case for the success of this
method using worldwide examples. The
audience was highly engaged and asked
lots of insightful questions. This highresolution method utilizes sensors buried 2-3 feet below the surface for a few
weeks. It recovers a much more accurate
count of volatile hydrocarbon molecules,
thus enabling a more accurate picture of
the vertically migrating fluids, potential
compartmentalization, and unswept
producing areas.
Three case histories were discussed,
1) Anadarko Basin Project with 24,000foot reservoirs, 2) Lithuanian Project,
which ended up costing 90% less than
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the seismic data, and 3) Marcellus
Project
from
Northeastern
Pennsylvania/West Virginia at a depth
of 8,000 feet with correlation wells with
dry gas.
Schrynemeeckers’ conclusions were:
1) That this is a powerful tool to complement other G&G tools for located hydrocarbons, 2) Ultra-sensitive hydrocarbon
mapping of sweet spots and extensions
is facilitated, and 3) Can be used to map
depletions and compartmentalization of
hydrocarbons. Micro-seepage occurs
over 1-3 meters per day. The cost is
$725 per sample with a minimum of 15
samples and an average cost of $75,000.
The Fort Worth SIPES Chapter had
similarly good feedback when Rick spoke
before them earlier this year. Our thanks
to Rick and Amplified Geochemical
Imaging for their time and effort.
At our November meeting, Bill Bippus
welcomed everyone to the Thanksgiving
meeting. Our sponsor was HD
Geophysical 2D/3D Acquisition, and
the guest speaker was Rich Adams. Bill
announced the 2019 SIPES Houston
Chapter Board: Barry Rava – Chairman,
Mike Jones – Vice Chairman, Steve
Smith – Secretary, Bruce Blake –
Treasurer, Bill Smith – Deal Buyer, Jeff
Allen – National Board, Gene Kubelka
– Membership, Jeff Lund – Maps &
Schools, Linda Sternbach – Continuing
Education Seminars (first one in March
2019), and Bill Bippus – Past Chairman.
Steve Adcock introduced Rich Adams
of Mitchell Energy/Carr Resources,
Inc., to present his luncheon talk on
“The Origin of the Earth.” The presentation was taken in part from “The
Story of the Earth’s First 4.5 Billion
Years,” by Robert M. Hazen, Ph.D.,
published in 2012. The story begins
with the Big Bang 4.5 billion years ago
followed by the first rocks being formed
4 billion years ago. At +0.5, the rocks
had cooled enough to develop mass,
which led to gravity, which pulled H+
atoms together to form stars.
The formation of an iron-cored star is
followed by collapse and explosion
which takes a few million years. When
the star explodes, chemistry happens

with 26 elements produced that then
form into life precursor molecules.
Formation of the solar system was 4.57
billion years ago, 9.1 billion years after
the Big Bang. All bodies are in one plane
with four inner planets being rocky.
Next came Meteorite, Chronirits and
Andirites. Half of the Sun’s life is now
past. Our Moon is an anomaly too
because it is too big compared to other
moons. There was also another companion planet named Theia that got
thwacked, causing the Earth to tilt 23
degrees and pushed the Moon further
away from the Earth.
The molten state of the Earth lasted
only a few thousand years as the iron
sank to the core, and then the mantle
was formed with Olivine. The blue
Earth formed 4.467 to 4.367 billion
years. Then volcanoes formed ejecting
N2, CO2, and H2O into the atmosphere
causing water to condense and begin to
cool the crust. Early oceans began to
form shallow bodies of water that were
salty and acidic. Finally, it was a combination of mantle plumes and mineral
segregation that led to plate tectonics.
Next, the living Earth began to form
based on two independent modes,
metabolism and genetics. Not all life is
photosynthetic, or carbon based.
Photosynthesis and oxygen were the
keys. By 2.4 billion years O2 levels rose
suddenly. The Boring Billions was next
from 1.85 – 0.85 billion years ago with
the development of plate tectonics building super continents due to the oxygenation of the atmosphere and oceans.
This was then followed by the white
Earth, 850 – 550 mya, with the Snowball
– Hot house cycles. The oldest limestones on Earth 790 – 740 mya when
CO2 combined with Ca. At 700 mya
Earth’s atmosphere average temperature was 50 degrees F. 600 mya complex
cells with nuclei formed with animals.
Earliest Ediacarun of Southern
Australia. Five-way plate tectonics saved
the Earth.
Paleozoic was the start of the animal
explosion starting with plants and then
(Continued)
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
better plants leading to animals. In 251
mya was the Great Dying of 70% of all
land animals. 65 mya was the start of the
Cenozoic when a six-mile diameter
meteorite hit the Yucatan. First Hominid
8 thousand years ago. Sun burned out 5
billion years when all the H+ burned up,
then real global warming occurred.
Our December sponsor was Seitel,
specifically Kyle Tillman. Bill Bippus
introduced reinstated member John
Yantosca, #2698, and thanked 2018
board members Allan Kean and Russell
Hamman for their services.
Bill Bippus recognized Greg Robertson
as this year’s recipient of the Outstanding
Independent Award. This is Greg’s 10th
year anniversary of the discovery of the
Eagle Ford Shale Trend with Petrohawk
followed by the BHP acquisition of
Petrohawk for $15 billion. The first idea
of the Eagle Ford was in 2008, and it
turned into a 10 BCF discovery.
Steve Adcock introduced Peter Wang
to present his luncheon talk on
“Exploring for Wolfcamp Reservoirs on
Eastern Shelf of Permian Basin Using

Machine Learning Seismic Facies
Classification.” The presentation was
based on the geological setting and problem statement in an area northeast of
Midland, east of Lubbock, in the Upper
Wolfcamp, also with production from
deltaic sands from the Middle Wolfcamp.
3rd order sequence boundaries (293296 mya) are used to define these deposits. Also, Wolfcamp reefs exist with
porosity developed from bioturbation.
No source rocks have been identified
locally and oil is believed to have migrated 200 miles from the east. Additionally,
there is only a small seismic survey to
work on interpreting.
The next critical problem statement to
understand and incorporate into the
geological understanding of the
Wolfcamp play potential is how do you
use so many seismic attributes to form
an opinion and make an interpretation
about the seismic facies and their potential reserve containment? Time migrated seismic data is impossible to discriminate facies from P-wave impedance
inversion. So, the next step is to try

NEW ORLEANS

well as infrastructure decisions in coastal Louisiana.
Senator Hewitt also updated us on
many topics facing the state. She discussed several issues which are a detriment to investment in this state, including the legal climate and business tax
structure.
Senator Hewitt is the leading advocate
for growing the Louisiana economy by
creating a STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Math) workforce, enabling
families to realize the American dream,
and women to close the gender gap.
For the November meeting, we participated in a joint industry conference
organized by the local API Delta
Chapter. Michael A. Celata, regional
director of the Gulf of Mexico Region,
was the keynote speaker. Mr. Celata’s
topic was “A look into Deepwater Gulf
of Mexico Oil and Gas Industry.” He
reviewed leasing activity, leasing trends,
and production forecast components
through 2027.

Louisiana District 1 State Senator
Sharon Hewitt was our speaker for the
October meeting. Senator Hewitt is currently the only Louisiana state legislator
with a background in the energy industry, as she worked as an engineering
executive for Shell. She is currently
working on the incorporation of the
topic of subsidence into the planning of
several coastal restoration projects, as

At the October meeting are (L to R) Vice
Chair Cliff Williams, Senator Hewitt,
Treasurer Eric Broadbridge and Chapter
Chair Lou Lemarié.
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Machine Learning Seismic Facies
Classification by training the seismic
data with well logs. Multi-dimensional
cross plotting with hard well log data
provides the basis.
Using AVO or inversion with pre or
post stack processed seismic data, and
then calibrating this with well tie data is
critical. The training dataset includes
facies logs and seismic data at three
wells. Recovery and utilization of 100%
of the training data leaves no confusion
in pay facies interpretation.
Some of the facies in question are oilfilled carbonate, packstone facies #5
with uncertain mineralogy of this facies.
Several operators are using different
software for offset drilling and interpretation of facies. Also “nodal” seismic
acquisition with low frequency data is
being investigated, as principal component analysis with attribute and well tie
facies analysis didn’t provide definitive
results. So, resampled to 0.5 m-sec.
Allan Kean
2018 Secretary


New members Pete Kelly (left) and
Harvey Kelley receive their SIPES
certificates.

For December, we held an open microphone event where members could
speak on any topic. We were fortunate
this month when Bill Vollenweider,
#2278, held a brief discussion on Paleo
Highs – a topic Bill is very familiar with.
A good discussion with a Q&A followed.
Cliff Williams
Vice Chairman
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
LAFAYETTE
The Lafayette Chapter usually holds
its monthly meetings at the Petroleum
Club of Lafayette on the second
Wednesday of each month. However,
our October meeting is reserved for our
Annual Barbecue in the Park. We do this
because the summer heat is starting to
let up and the weather is usually pretty
good. We serve up a delicious barbeque
lunch from a local favorite restaurant
and of course, when a crowd of geologists get together, a lot of oil and gas
gossip and war stories are also served.

presented his research
to a packed house. Apparently not one to shy
away from controversy,
Jack’s research and presentation suggested
that we are nearing the
end of the planet’s
Jack Thorson
warm interglacial period and may be headed for another ice
age. He is not denying that anthropogenic activity has contributed to the
earth’s recent increase in global average
temperatures, but is that enough to overcome the contribution of cosmic factors
that may be the root cause of the earth’s
long history of glacial/interglacial periods? It may be a matter of time scale
since geologists tend to think in terms of
millennia, and Joe Public is more focused
on the immediate future. At least that is
my take on things. We also presented

At the October Barbecue are (L to R) Al
Trepagnier, John Duplantis and Hines
Austin.

For our November meeting, New
Orleans SIPES Member Jack Thorson,
#2326, was kind enough to travel west
on Interstate 10 to present his research
on the contribution of geology to the
understanding of global climate change,
past, present and future. This was a joint
meeting with the Lafayette Geological
Society, and because of the topic, Jack

King Munson (left) presented Nick Repar
with his membership certificate.

At the Christmas Party are 99-year old Jack
Martin and his son, Joe.

new SIPES Member Nick Repar, #3516,
with his membership certificate and
stamp. Welcome aboard, Nick!
Instead of a luncheon meeting in
December, we had a dinner party at the
Petroleum Club. This year we included
the Wayne Blue Burns Band for our
musical listening and dancing pleasure.
We had a good crowd, good food and
good times. Laissez le bon temps rouler!
On a sad note, we lost two long time
SIPES members over the Christmas
holidays. Al Trepagnier and Bob Henry
passed away just after Christmas. Their
passing is a big loss to our society, as well
as the Lafayette oil and gas community.
Long-time SIPES Member and photographer DJ Bergeron and his wife, Kim,
were injured in an automobile accident
recently, but were able to walk away
from the wreckage and have been at
home recuperating. Get well, DJ!
King Munson
Chairman


The SIPES DEAL BUYERS LIST
is NOW Available on the SIPES Website!
Exclusively for SIPES Members*
Find a buyer for your prospects and/or submit
your company for inclusion on the list.
Contact Bill Smith at wsmith@wilcoxoil.net
* To access the list you must have a SIPES online account. Please contact the SIPES
Office at (214) 363-1780 or sipes@sipes.org if you need assistance.
MARCH 2019
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
CORPUS CHRISTI
Texas State Representative Todd
Hunter was our speaker in October. He
gave an overview of issues south Texas
faced in the aftermath of Hurricane
Harvey and during 2018.
• Hurricane reconstruction money
will be spent for about five years post
Harvey.
• Pipelines from the Permian Basin
are being constructed to bring oil and
gas to the Corpus Christi refineries.
• Several companies have begun
operations or are about to start operations.
o The Port of Corpus Christi
will be expanding
o Chenier has started exporting
LNG
o TPCO is underway
o Valero is expanding
o Exxon/Sabac plastics plant is
being built
• Construction on the new Harbor
Bridge has begun. Once complete it will
be the longest cable stay bridge in the
country and the tallest structure in
Texas. It will be a $1 billion project.

October guest speaker
Texas State Representative
Todd Hunter.

o It will be able to accommodate larger ships from the Panama Canal.
o Cruise lines will be interested in leaving from Corpus Christi once
the new Harbor Bridge is complete.
• Desalination is being studied to
enhance the Coastal Bend’s water supply, especially during drought years.
Todd has represented the oil and gas
industry in exemplary fashion in Austin
and has worked diligently to keep other
governmental agencies from expanding
their role into our industry in the recent
past. During his previous tenure in the
Texas House of Representatives (1989-

SAN ANTONIO
Laura Capper spoke in October on
EnergyMakers Advisory Group, which
is a Houston-based oil and gas and technology consultancy that specializes in
market assessment, strategy development for emerging market opportunities, technology commercialization,
operations planning, due diligence/
transaction support services, and aggressive growth strategies for oil and gas
technology, operating, and service companies and their investors. Beginning in
2007, a primary focus of the firm has
been matters related to domestic and
international unconventional exploration and production trends and practices, water management and treatment
technologies, disposal well health and
pressurization trends, data analysis and
water management planning, and environmental and waste handling practices
in the oilfield, among other areas of the
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Laura Capper spoke
in October on EnergyMakers Advisory Group.

firm’s specialties. Over this period, Ms.
Capper has authored a series of in-depth
reports tracking the state of water management and investment opportunities
in U.S. and world unconventional shale
plays, and their recent publication on
Disposal Well Seismicity Risk and
Pressurization Trends. Ms. Capper and
her colleagues have helped assess some
400 providers of water treatment services, numerous fixed facilities, and a

97), Todd served on the Civil Practices
Committee as its chairman, the State
Affairs Committee as vice chairman,
and on the Appropriations Committee
as the chairman of the Education SubCommittee. In 2008, Todd returned to
the Texas House as the representative
for District 32 and was re-elected in
2010, 2012 and 2014, where he served
as chairman of the Calendars Committee.
Representative Hunter was elected to
his tenth term in 2018. He was appointed to the State Affairs Committee for
this term.
Due to the holidays, we do not hold
technical meetings in November and
December. Our annual Christmas Party
was held at the Corpus Christi Yacht
Club and was attended by many of our
local members.
Officers for 2019 are: Tony Hauglum,
chairman; Marty Thering, program
chairman; Dan Pedrotti, treasurer;
Dawn Bissell, secretary and national
director; and Brian Calhoun, past chairman.
Dawn Bissell
Secretary


breadth of proprietary technology providers.
Ms. Capper holds a B.S. in electrical
engineering from Rice University. Ms.
Capper is president of EnergyMakers
Advisory Group with 25 years of experience in managing technology commercialization and aggressive growth strategies for public and private companies,
including integrated oil and gas companies, oilfield service companies, technology transfer offices, and private equity and venture capital firms.
In November, Rob Yorke, the CEO of
AGT, gave a presentation reviewing the
depth processing of 3D data over ongoing Woodford drilling prospects in the
Arkoma Basin, and comparing it with a
time-processed dataset. This workflow
can be applied to conventional and
unconventional drilling environments.
The purpose of the project was to
(Continued)
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address significant structural and stratigraphic issues in the Arkoma Basin
including:
• Structural throw close to 1,000 feet
in areas.
• Complicated fault geometry.
• Significant wedging of the shallow
Atoka.
• Stratigraphic thickening and thinning of the Woodford unconformity.
• Limited well control hinders geology, geosteering, and geophysical efforts:
1. Only 7 wells in the initial 3D that
penetrated the Woodford and Viola.
• Three sonic logs, none of them in
the deep down-thrown fault blocks.
• PSTM data often disagreed with
geosteering results.
• Moderate anisotropy yielded PSTM
gathers with enough residual move-out
to make pre-stack analysis, such as AVO
and elastic impedance, unreliable.
The presentation included the depth
imaging product produced by AGT and
compared it to the existing PSTM processing. Before and after examples of the

data were shown with the actual drill bit
path highlighted to illustrate how well
the drilling stayed in zone. Differences
up and down the section were also compared. This is an exercise that not only
led to the proper steering of lateral wells,
but also led to some interesting surprises
as well.
Rob Yorke currently serves as CEO of
AGT, an advanced seismic imaging
technology company. Rob has provided
seismic imaging services and software
solutions to the oil service industry for
more than 35 years, of which the last 23
years have been based in the U.S. His
broad experience ranges from managing
divisions within publicly traded oil service companies to leading small, entrepreneurial privately held seismic imaging companies. Rob began his career in
Calgary with Veritas in 1981 before
moving to the U.S., where he led the
Veritas Seismic processing group’s entry
into the U.S. market in 1993. He subsequently served as vice president of seismic services for ADS in 2001 before
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compression parts and service side of
the business. In 2011, Jacob started with
Diamond Testing as a drill stem tester
and was promoted to general manager in
July of 2017.
Diamond Testing, LLC has been providing drill stem testing services in
Kansas and the surrounding areas since
1982. Utilizing a set of down-hole tools
which attach to the drill pipe, Diamond
Testing isolates drilling mud from the
formational zone being tested and allows
the natural flow of fluid or gas from the
rocks (zone) into the drill string. Fluid
recovered within the drill pipe is recorded and measurements are taken of its
various properties. Flow and shut-in
pressures from the zone are recorded
utilizing an electronic down-hole pressure gauge, allowing for the evaluation
of the zone’s viability of productivity.
In 2017, the company launched their
new web-based online data collecting
and reporting system for their drill stem
tests. The online system, known as the
P.O.R.T.A.L., which stands for the

The Wichita Chapter held its last
meeting of the year on December 8. The
membership enjoyed an informative talk
on technological advances offered by
Diamond Testing, LLC, a drill stem
testing company located in Hoisington,
Kansas. The talk was presented by Jacob
McCallie, general manager of Diamond
Testing, LLC. Jacob grew up on a small
family farm in Edna, Kansas (southeast
Kansas). After graduating from Pittsburg
State University with a Bachelor of
Science in Technology, he went to work
for Stewart & Stevenson and later Foley
Equipment as a salesman for the gas

Jacob McCallie, general
manager of Diamond
Testing, LLC.
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Core Lab’s purchase of ADS, and president of Core Lab’s Reservoir Technology
Division. He also served as president of
the U.S. division of Paradigm
Geophysical and CEO of 3DGEO, a
small niche depth imaging company.
Rob attended Acadia University in Nova
Scotia, Canada from 1979 to 1981,
where he majored in computer science.
In December, our chapter participated
in the San Antonio Oil and Gas Industry
Party. The attendees enjoyed a dance
band, holiday buffet, and libations.
Doug McGookey
Secretary


(Continued)
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Producer’s Online Real-Time Analysis
& Logging (system), provides the producer, investors and the wellsite geologist with secure website access to all of
their DST data. The P.O.R.T.A.L. was
designed in house by Diamond Testing,
with input from their customers, to provide important improvements in the
service they rely upon. The
P.O.R.T.A.L.’s digital format for collecting data allows the producer to now
enjoy the benefits of a simplified data
sharing process, a reduction in the use of
paper for analysis and data storage, and
an increase in overall usability and accuracy of their DST data.
With the P.O.R.T.A.L., Diamond
Testing customers are able to log in to
the system and view DST data in realtime as it’s being entered by the tester at
the well-site, as well as recall their prior

DST data stored on the site indefinitely.
The system also allows the producer to
utilize the DST data in a more dynamic
way with interactive charts, side-by-side
comparison modeling on multiple tests
and other tools used for DST data analysis. Instant calculations of various
parameters are automatically performed
by the system to ensure accuracy, consistency and that the producer receives
all the critical DST information in a
timely manner. The system is also
upgradable and backwards compatible

with all the producer’s DST information, therefore all future upgrades to the
system’s capabilities will work with the
data captured by the P.O.R.T.A.L. on
past wells.
By leveraging the advantages of the
digital DST data captured by the
P.O.R.T.A.L. and a commitment to providing customers with the most accurate, dynamic, and comprehensive data
that can be provided by a testing service,
Diamond Testing is maintaining its
focus on putting the producer in greater
control of their DST data. You can find
more information about Diamond
Testing and the P.O.R.T.A.L. by visiting
their website at www.diamonddst.com.
Tom Pronold
Chairman
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DALLAS
At-Large SIPES Member Chris Reed,
#2935, an independent geoscientist with
Creedex, LLC in Tyler, Texas, provided
several interesting exploration insights
of east Texas at our October luncheon.
Chris discussed several oil fields having
their structural and clastic stratigraphic
development associated with basement
strike slip-transfer faulting.
Several other published authors, including Adams (2008),
Salvador (1987) and
Sarwar (2016), have
noted the NW-SE
transfer or wrench
faults in Texas. These
Chris Reed
large basement faults
had periodic movement and shaped the
paleo drainage system of east Texas.
Smaller strike slip fault systems are
linked to these larger basement faults.
The exploration concept follows that
several large undeveloped discoveries
along these “fault zones” await the drill
bit. Chris can be contacted at chris@
creedex.com.
The Dallas Chapter welcomes Blake
Gillespie, Kathleen Barclay and David
Williamson as new members. They can
be reached at Blake Gillespie (bg8@centraenergy.com), Kathleen Barclay (barclay.exploration@gte.net), and David
Williamson (dwilliamson@monadnockresources.com). All three new members
are also on LinkedIn.

New members Blake Gillespie (left) and
Kathleen Barclay received their membership
certificates and stamps from 2018
Membership Chair Jon Hebert.
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SIPES Logo
Paperweights
for Sale!
Joellyn and Ray Eubank at the Christmas
Party.

Square Lucite Paperweight with logo
$28

Caroline and Bill Kazmann enjoying the
Christmas Party.

The Dallas Chapter enjoyed our annual December meeting at the Dallas
Petroleum Club with spouses and significant others in attendance. Two-year
outgoing Chapter Chairman Donald
Muth thanked National President Carol
Shiels, Vice Chairman Michael Adams,
Treasurer Neil Barman, Membership
Chairman Jon Herbert, and Secretary
John Stephens for their year of service.
The 2019 Dallas SIPES Chapter Board
will feature Chapter Chairman Michael
Adams, Vice Chairman Neil Barman,
Treasurer John Stephens and Secretary
Carol Popa.
The Dallas Chapter meets every third
Tuesday, 11:30 a.m. at Prestonwood
Country Club, Dallas, TX with a buffet
luncheon. Guests are welcome and
should RSVP by contacting John
Stephens at stepexpl@aol.com.
Don Muth
2018 Chairman


Rectangular Glass Paperweight
with etched logo
$22

White Marble Block Paperweight
with enamel logo
$22

Contact the SIPES Office
at (214) 363-1780 or
sipes@sipes.org
to order.
Prices include shipping.
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MIDLAND
In October, Sheryl Ryan, Information
Security Officer for First Capital Bank
of Texas gave a talk entitled “Protecting
Your Information... Becoming Human
Firewalls.” She gave examples of online
cybersecurity threats, one of which is
computer viruses. Perhaps the most
well-known computer security threat, a
computer virus is a program written to
alter the way a computer operates, without the permission or knowledge of the
user. A virus replicates and executes
itself, usually doing damage to your
computer in the process. Carefully evaluating free software, downloads from
peer-to-peer file sharing sites, and
emails from unknown senders are crucial to avoiding viruses. Most web
browsers today have security settings
which can be ramped up for optimum
defense against online threats. But the
single most effective way of fending off
viruses is up-to-date antivirus software
from a reputable provider.

October guest speaker Sheryl Ryan and
2018 Vice Chair Earl Sebring.

Spyware is another serious computer
security threat spyware is any program
that monitors your online activities or
installs programs without your consent
for profit or to capture personal information. We’ve amassed a wealth of knowledge that will help you combat spyware
threats and stay safe online.
While many users won't want to hear
it, reading terms and conditions is a
good way to build an understanding of
how your activity is tracked online. And
of course, if a company you don't recog-
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nize is advertising for a deal that seems
too good to be true, be sure you have an
internet security solution in place and
click with caution. We’ve amassed a
wealth of knowledge that will help you
combat spyware threats- learn more
about the dangers of spyware and stay
safer online
People, not computers, create computer security threats and malware.
Hackers and predators are programmers who victimize others for their own
gain by breaking into computer systems
to steal, change, or destroy information
as a form of cyber-terrorism. These
online predators can compromise credit
card information, lock you out of your
data, and steal your identity. As you may
have guessed, online security tools with
identity theft protection are one of the
most effective ways to protect yourself
from this brand of cybercriminal.
What scams are hackers using lately?
Learn more about the dangers of hacking how to combat protect yourself
against dangerous malware attacks
online.
Masquerading as a trustworthy person
or business, phishers attempt to steal
sensitive financial or personal information through fraudulent email or instant
messages. Phishing attacks are some of
the most successful methods for cybercriminals looking to pull off a data
breach. Antivirus solutions with identity
theft protection can be "taught" to recognize phishing threats in fractions of a
second. How can you tell the difference

Attendees listening to the October meeting
speaker.

November guest speaker Tommy Taylor (left)
and 2018 Chairman Bill Mueller.

between a legitimate message and a
phishing scam? Educate yourself on the
latest tricks and scams.
Our November speaker was Tommy
Taylor with Fasken Oil & Ranch. The
title of his talk was "The Permian Basin:
A Dump for all of America's High Level
Nuclear Waste?”
Holtec International Corporation and
Orano-Waste Control Specialists have
submitted applications for permits with
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
construct two sites in the Permian Basin
(located in Andrews County and Lea
and Eddy counties) as interim storage
locations for all of the United States'
high level nuclear power plant waste.
"Interim" is defined as 40-100 years and
the amount they anticipate storing here
is 265,000,000 pounds of the most toxic
substance known to mankind. The political leaders of Andrews, Texas, and
Hobbs and Carlsbad, New Mexico purport that their communities are in favor
of bringing this waste to this region and
that the waste is completely "benign." I
believe it is important to understand
exactly what waste is contained in these
20,000 containers and why one would
want to call it "benign." It is a very real
possibility that all of this waste will
travel through Midland and Odessa via
the railroads.
There was no meeting held in
December.
George Friesen
Secretary
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FORT WORTH
In October, J. M. Holbrook gave a talk
entitled "Expansion to Contraction,
Translation to Retreat, Osculation or
Toggle, and Degree of Wobble, and the
Many Means by which a Meander may
Move."
Meander loop growth perpendicular
to slope (expansion) and downstream
parallel to slope (translation) are common and well reported
process, as are any
combinations thereof.
These processes however record only two
vectors of potential
loop growth. Loops
conceivably could also
John Holbrook
change form by growth
in the opposing respective vectors of
amplitude shrinkage perpendicular to
slope (contraction) or upstream migration parallel to slope (retreat). If meanders can grow in these dipolar directions, it also stands to reason that they
may alternate between opposing growth
vectors (osculation) or between differing
growth vectors (toggle). In addition, the
cross-sectional angle of the accretion
face can change pitch at high frequency
(wobble) during any of the other growth
patterns and does not need to remain
constant. While all these conditions are
possible, only translation and expansion
with minimal wobble are commonly
reported, and other examples are reported rarely. Study of the Holocene
Missouri River floodplain in the United
States and the Cretaceous Belly River
Group in Dinosaur Provencal Park,
Alberta show evidence of each of these
growth vectors and make a case that
these less common growth vectors may
actually be relatively common.
John Holbrook is a professor in the
Department of Geological Sciences at
Texas Christian University. He previously served as a professor at the
University of Texas at Arlington and
Southeast Missouri State University.
His research interests are field oriented,
focusing mostly on both modern and
ancient fluvial systems and physical stra-
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tigraphy. Current interests include controls on permeability trends and connectivity of flow paths in sediments, quantifying fundamental sedimentary processes at small and large scales, preservation
of modern processes in the stratigraphic
record, and tectonic and climatic impact
on rivers. He applies his research widely
across petroleum, geothermal, and environmental issues and is well published
and well cited in each of these fields. He
gained his B.S. at the University of
Kentucky, his M.S. at the University of
New Mexico, and his Ph.D. at Indiana
University, all in geology. He chaired the
NSF Research Coordination Network
for research in geothermal energy from
sedimentary basins.
At our November meeting, Chris
Reed, # 2935, gave a talk entitled "A
River Runs Through It (No Apology to
Norman Maclean)."
Rivers and drainages were instrumental in the establishment of the tenants of
the science of geology, or sometimes
referred as “creek-ology.” The early
practitioners were civil engineers,
charged with digging canals for commerce from the mid-17th century
through to the more defined discipline
of geology in the mid-19th century. As
principals were established through
observation, logic and conclusion the
modern science of geology flourished to
what it is today. Observations from space
have allowed even more details to be
learned about the Earth and its tectonic
processes. The concepts of spreading
centers, “triple points” or aulocogens
has become even better understood and
the effects on drainage better defined by
the eye in the sky. River systems across
the entire Gulf Coast Mesozoic
Embayment are affected by localized
spreading centers activated by late
Triassic and early Jurassic tectonics.
Simple structural modeling of movement along the “failed arm” of the aulocogens demonstrate the cause and effect
of the more complex structural picture
that are mapped in well-established oil
and gas fields. As well, the paleo-river
systems also allow for identification of

clastic sources for reservoir development. Back to “creek-ology,” there are
still many places to explore.
After undergraduate and graduate
school at The University of Texas and
Texas A&M University respectively,
Chris started a career as a petroleum
geologist in 1975. The boom was on,
quick but conscientious exposure to
development and exploration geology
and a cross-training in geophysical interpretation formed his foundation to
becoming an independent explorationist. The career experience has spanned
from in-field development, to wildcatting and frontier exploration. The scope
has ranged from shallow East Texas to
the Himalayan structural front. Chris
has published in technical and trade
publications as well as spoken at seminars, short courses and middle school
earth science classes. He is a licensed
professional geoscientist in Texas and
Arkansas. He is currently a managing
partner of Creedex, LLC in Tyler, Texas.
In December, James P. Wallace of
Wallace International, LLC spoke on
"Evaluating Texas Permian San Andres
Play: Assessing the Reservoir Rock and
Fluid Properties in the ROZ Using
Traditional Logging Suites."
Since the 1920s, wells drilled into the
San Andres formation have produced
billions of barrels of oil. Major San
Andres fields have produced for decades
on the central Basin Platform and the
Northwestern basin platform. It appears
that all the “easy” oil has been produced. In some areas, the San Andres
has a well-defined transition zone with
higher water saturation that, in the past,
was avoided by vertical well development. This apparent transition zone has
recently experienced horizontal activity
and carbon dioxide flooding to recover
more oil and is referred to as the ROZ
Play (“Residual Oil Zone”) or Swept
Zone play.
In order to screen out unlikely or poor
swept zone well candidates and identify
promising, economic candidates, a
robust petrophysical modeling approach
(Continued)
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is needed to improve prediction of the
rock and fluid properties within the
swept zone (ROZ) that might can
exploited with Enhanced Oil Recovery
(EOR) methods. Also, understanding
the depositional environments, heterogeneity and porosity/permeability distributions are critical in identifying these
target intervals and optimizing landing
depths of Lateral well placement when
desired.
Traditional log suites from vintage
vertical wells in the San Andres from
several plays within the Permian basin
were analyzed using multi-mineral
(probabilistic) petrophysical core-calibrated models. In addition, estimates of
permeability and log-derived fluid saturation were calculated utilizing Reservoir
Quality Index (hydraulic flow unit) opti-

mization techniques. Saturation height
function analysis and fractional flow
modeling assessments are also presented and turns out to be invaluable in the
decision making process.
Results were compared to available
core and with drill stem test results from
comparable horizons. Finally, several
examples were presented demonstrating
its value.
Jim Wallace is the owner of Wallace
International, LLC and recently celebrated forty years working in the oil and
gas industry as a career petrophysicist.
Wallace International provides a wide
range of petroleum consulting services
including reservoir description and
modeling, formation evaluation, and
other specialized services. Jim’s core
skill sets include: probabilistic petro-

physical modelling,
well data integration
including conventional and special core
data, developing saturation height functions
and tailor made fluid
Jim Wallace
saturation models,
ultra-low permeability reservoir and
resource play evaluations, fractured carbonate reservoir petrophysical assessments, geo-mechanical property assessments for stimulation and lateral well
design as well as providing petrophysical
property estimations for equity studies,
and estimating flow / non-flow zones for
production and completion.
Jim West
Secretary


IN MEMORIAM
We regret to note the passing of the following members:
A. Ronald Briggs, #2781
of Highlands Ranch, Colorado
who died on
August 5, 2018
H
Hank E. Ecroyd, #2934
of Metairie, Louisiana
who died on
September 27, 2018
34
Robert C. Henry, #2134
of Lafayette, Louisiana
who died on
December 27, 2018
Philip W. Johnson, #2877
of New Orleans, Louisiana
who died on
October 1, 2018
Wayne Lebsack, #711
of Lyons, Kansas
who died on
April 30, 2018
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Forrest H. Muire, Jr., #1089
of Midland, Texas
who died on
January 19, 2019

Tom L. Rowland, #2792
of Edmond, Oklahoma
who died on
November 14, 2018

Albert J. Trepagnier, #827
of Lafayette, Louisiana
who died on
December 28, 2018

Ralph O. Wilson II, #119
of Evansville, Indiana
who died on
October 11, 2018
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Abstract
The Real Global Price (RGP) of oil is the price of oil corrected for inflation and for changes in the value of the US dollar on global currency markets. The RGP of oil is a superior
measure of oil’s value because it measures oil’s purchasing
power with respect to OPEC.
The US dollar's value has fluctuated as much as 45% on
global currency markets after the US abandoned the Bretton
Woods system in 1971. Key OPEC countries obtain 60-90% of
their revenue from oil sales that are almost exclusively traded
in US dollars. Changes in the RGP of oil can have a profound
effect on OPEC’s purchasing power.
An historical analysis of the RGP of oil over the OPEC era
shows that in 1973, 1979, and 1995, OPEC reacted to a low US
dollar with nominal price increases, supply cuts, and/or openly
suggesting abandoning the dollar. When the RGP was low
enough, non-OPEC countries collaborate with OPEC to push
up the nominal price (e.g., Mexico and Norway in 1998; Russia
and others in 2016).
OPEC has overcorrected nominal oil prices when oil supplies
were tight. From 1974-1985, and 2005-2014, oil was over-valued in a RGP analysis. These two RGP spikes ultimately led to
reduced demand, new competing oil supplies and nominal
price declines in 1986 and 2014.
A commodity analysis corroborates this exchange rate analysis. Gold and oil prices have historically tracked closely over
the OPEC era. But from 1986 to 2000, and after 2014, this
relationship became decoupled. During these decoupled periods, oil was undervalued relative to gold.
In the absence of significant changes in the US dollar's value,
or profound changes in oil supply, the price of oil will most
likely trade in a RGP range of $30-46/bbl., or $45 to $70 in
nominal prices. The probability that the nominal price of oil
will drop below $40/bbl. or rise above $80/bbl. is low. If the
US dollar’s value were to drop by 25%, the nominal price of
$80/bbl. would be at the low end of the current RGP trading
range. If oil prices cross the low side of the RGP trading range,
history has shown that OPEC (and sometimes non-OPEC)
countries collaborate to force up nominal prices to regain purchasing power.
Introduction
Commodities, with rare exceptions, are contracted for and
traded in US dollars around the world. The dollar-denomination of crude has long been transparent to Americans because
they live in a “dollar bubble.” Exchange rate variations of the
greenback are not felt by Americans until the price of gasoline
goes up, and then the price change is blamed on OPEC, or
“greedy” oil companies. However, changes in the US dollar’s
value have had a profound effect on OPEC (e.g., DeMis, 1996;
Salman, 2004). OPEC has reacted to changes in the value of
the US dollar since 1971 with nominal price increases, production cuts, and calls to abandon the US dollar as a basis for pricing oil (Platt’s Oilgram News, 1995; DeMis, 2000). After
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supply-and-demand balance, the single biggest driver of
OPEC’s actions has been the changing value of the US dollar.
Many geoscientists today are familiar with the inverse relationship between the US dollar’s value and oil prices. This
inverse relationship (and most geoscientists’ awareness of it)
has only come about in the last dozen years. Nevertheless,
before 2005, OPEC’s reactions to losses in purchasing power
from declines in the value of the US dollar have been anything
but subtle (e.g., DeMis, 2000).
Economists typically show two data series when discussing
value: nominal prices and “real” prices (Figure 1). The nominal price is the price in dollars of the day (DOD) - it is not
corrected for anything. The “real” price is the price corrected
for inflation, usually using the US consumer price index. Even
today, key industry publications like BP’s Statistical Review of
World Energy (BP, 2017; their unnumbered figure on page 20)
still show a spurious data series for the historical oil price
graph. It shows oil prices in “real terms”, meaning the price of
oil corrected using the American consumer price index! The
publication does not account for profound changes in the value
of the US dollar after the Bretton Woods system ended in
1971.

Figure 1. Oil prices throughout OPEC era. Horizontal axis is time;
1960 to February, 2018 for this and other figures. Nominal price is
in dollars of the day (DOD); it is not corrected for anything. The
“real” price is the price of oil corrected for inflation to a 2016 base,
using the US CPI. The “real” price is extensively used in oil industry
literature for this global commodity (e.g., BP, 2017).

The fallacious assumptions of using the uncorrected “real”
price of oil for analyzing price behavior include: 1) the US dollar’s value has been constant on global currency markets; 2)
the US consumer sets the price of oil, and; 3) the oil market is
entirely internal to the US Upon inspection, any reader knows
points 2 and 3 are wrong. The point of this paper is fallacy
number 1. The US dollar’s value has fluctuated wildly since
the end of the Bretton Woods system (Figure 2).
(Continued)
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Figure 2. “Real” price of oil and value of the US dollar. Percent
changes in the value of the US dollar are relative to the 1970 base.
After the Bretton Woods system ended, the value of the US dollar has
floated, and vexed OPEC. Drops in the value of the US dollar have
eroded OPEC buying power; a fact not shown on a common “real”
price analysis.

The Real Global Price of oil corrects for inflation and for
variations in the value of the US dollar on global currency markets. The RGP of oil is a superior measure of oil’s value
because it measures oil’s purchasing power with respect to
OPEC. This paper traces the history of the Real Global Price
over the OPEC era. A RGP analysis allows for a better understanding of OPEC past actions, and allows for better prediction
of long-term oil value trends. Although supply-demand factors
cannot be excluded.

Literature Review
A computer search of “exchange rates and oil prices” produces a torrent of papers that fall into two types: classical economic papers and non-economic papers. A review of classic
economic literature would fill 3 volumes of the HGS Bulletin.
A limited review of classic economic papers is provided.
Trehan (1986) early but obscure work uses vector analysis to
show that drops in the US dollar’s value lead to oil price
increases. He concludes with the bizarre statement that his
analysis “…is not meant to deny a role to OPEC. … it is difficult to believe that OPEC does not take the value of the dollar
into account when setting the dollar price of oil” (emphasis
added). Even a casual reader has to question why the author
would need to speculate about OPEC’s regard for the greenback’s value. At the very time of Trehan’s (1986) analysis,
there was a plethora of comments by frustrated OPEC oil ministers about the eroding US dollar. For example, Iraq's oil
minister is quoted in the New York Times in 1977: “Although
we sell a barrel of crude oil for $13, its effective purchasing
power is no more than $5.” OPEC’s focus on the dollar’s value
was broadcasted in New York Times articles , non-economic
papers (e.g., Eaker, 1979), and fee-based information services .
Economists’ selective avoidance of reading actual OPEC state-
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ments to understand OPEC’s motivations is common in “classic” economic papers and will be addressed again in this paper.
Amano and van Norden’s (1995, 1998) influential works on
the US dollar and exchange rates concludes that the “…two
variables appear to be “cointegrated” (sic.) and that causality
runs from oil prices to the exchange rate and not vice versa”
(emphasis added). The authors do not cite Trehan (1986). The
authors do not include any OPEC press releases that quote
“gripes” from OPEC oil ministers that the low US dollar is
under-cutting their purchasing power. This omission is particularly noteworthy because in the mid-1990s, during the very
time of Amano and van Norden’s work, OPEC was vociferous
about the declining value of the US dollar (e.g., Tachibana,
1995; Hammadi, 1995; Platt’s Oilgram News, 1995, DeMis,
1996). OPEC enacted production quotas to force the nominal
price up in response to a declining US dollar (DeMis, 1996;
DeMis, 2000).
Nevertheless, Amano and van Norden’s work dominated
economists’ writings. For example, Marten (2008) states in
Current Economics, “The causality between the USD and oil
is usually assumed to work from the oil price to the USD”
(emphasis added). Even today, popular news outlets stridently
echo economists’ consensus about this direction of causality
with news articles titled, “Why Oil Prices Affect Exchange
Rate, not Vice-Versa” (Norman, 2015).
Beckmann et al (2017) provide a recent, comprehensive
review of classic economic literature on exchange rates and oil
prices. Their conclusion on causality derives from an arcane
distillation of 47 classic economic papers. They conclude, “…
causality from US dollar depreciations to increases in the price
of oil often materializes at a daily frequency or over a few
months” (emphasis added). Their analysis is entirely weighted
by the previous 12 years when prices responded quickly to
dollar changes when oil supplies were tight. US dollar depreciations in 1990s caused OPEC to increase nominal prices
(e.g., DeMis, 2000, Salman, 2004), however these price
changes did not happen “over a few months”, but over a year
or more (ibid.)
Classic economic papers have two systemic problems. They
are mathematically dense treatises that render voluminous
data and complex mathematical formulae that all get jammed
into a computer models. The resulting numbers are then
groomed for statistically significant relations (e.g., Uddin et al,
2013). Classic economic papers have no mechanism for capturing quotes from OPEC about drops in the value of the US
dollar because “statements” cannot be digitized and put into a
formula. Indeed, the word “OPEC” is included once, and only
in citing another paper, in the comprehensive work of
Beckmann et al’s (2017) review of 47 classic papers!
Economists’ exclusion of OPEC oil ministers’ disgust for a
falling US dollar from their “classic economic papers”, a disgust that was commonly quoted in newspapers and non-economic journals, is noteworthy, but not unusual.
(Continued)
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The second problem is that economists rarely write retrospectives. An economist who reviewed DeMis (2000) said,
“What you have done is an historical retrospective. Historical
retrospectives in economics are very out-of-favor today.
Nobody gets tenure for publishing them.” (Dr. J. Farley, 2000,
personal communication). Books like, This Time is Different,
are brilliant exceptions to this generalization.
Papers that are not classical economic analyses, and OPEC
press releases, show OPEC has long offset the declining US
dollar by enacting production quotas to increase nominal prices (e.g., DeMis, 2000). Non-classic economic papers written
by members of OPEC - and remember these are the guys who
set the price - (e.g., Hammadi, 1995; Salman, 2004) contain no
ambiguity that causation runs from drops in the US dollar to
lost OPEC revenue and then to OPEC-orchestrated nominal
price increases.
The analysis provided in this paper uses a simple exchange
rate model to calculate oil’s value to OPEC. When oil prices
are viewed in a RGP analysis, in concert with OPEC statements, OPEC’s motives and long-term price moves can be
easily understood.

Value of the US Dollar
The value of the US dollar must first be calculated to define
the RGP of oil. The value of the US dollar is calculated using a
reference basket of currencies: the G-7 countries plus the
Swiss franc. The basket is weighted with respect to each country’s gross domestic product (GDP). Figure 3 shows the value
of the greenback over the OPEC era. Parity (100%) is set to the
US dollar’s value in 1970. After 2000, the value of the US dollar shown is the trade-weighted average provided by the

Figure 3. Value of the U.S. dollar on global currency markets.
Reference basket of currencies is weighted with respect to each country’s GDP. Parity (100%) is the value of the basket in 1970. After
2000, the Federal Reserves of St. Louis’ trade-weighted value of the
dollar is used (from FRED website). The FRED data series is corrected
to a 1970 base. Calibration points (black dots) are the IMF’s calculation of the U.S. dollar’s value as expressed in SDRs, also normalized to a 1970 base. Semi-annual data series.
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Federal Reserve of St. Louis (FRED data). The FRED data
series post 2000 is corrected 20% to fit the 1970 base and so the
two data series overlap.
The US dollar’s value is also calculated by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and is expressed in Special Drawing
Rights (SDRs). SDRs are the pseudo currency the IMF uses to
determine member countries reserves. SDRs are expressed as
a percent of their 1970 base and used as calibration points on
Figure 3 (much like vitrinite reflectance is used to calibrate a
maturation model). The currencies data series fit the SDR
calibration points. It’s a good enough match.
This RGP analysis also includes a correction for inflation.
The GDP deflator for the reference basket of currencies is
used. Interestingly, the US GDP deflator produces virtually
the same results (DeMis, 1996).

Real Global Price
Figure 4 shows the Real Global Price of oil. OPEC had
strong purchasing power in two periods, 1974 to 1986, and
2005 to 2014. Oil was manifestly over-valued during these
times, when it was over about $40/bbl (RGP). OPEC’s painful
threshold is defined by times when OPEC called for abandoning the US dollar as the basis for pricing oil (e.g., 1995), or
when non-OPEC countries collaborated with OPEC to cut
production (e.g., 1998, 2016). OPEC and non-OPEC countries
collaboration in 2016 to push up nominal prices suggests that

Figure 4. Real Global Price (RGP) of oil throughout the OPEC era.
“Real” price of oil shown by dashed line. OPEC had more purchasing power in 1973-‘85, than in 2005-‘14. Above about $40/bbl
(RGP) oil is over-valued. Point A shows when rising greenback gave
OPEC strong purchasing power, even as “real” prices fell. Point B
shows when OPEC’s purchasing power in RGP terms was the same
as 1973. Point C shows that the recent “real” price high had less
value in a RGP analysis. OPEC’s lower limit to purchasing power, it
“painful threshold” was $18/bbl (RGP). In 2016, this threshold
seems to have risen to about $28/bbl (RGP).

(Continued)
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their imbedded social cost, and military costs, have risen significantly since 1998. Thus, OPEC’s lower threshold in 1973
to 1995 was $18/bbl (RGP). In contrast, by 2016, OPEC and
non-OPEC’s lower threshold appears to be $28/bbl (RGP),
although this new “painful threshold” is too new to be clearly
defined. History is always the best guide. Oil has long had a
value floor that someone defended. Before OPEC, the Texas
Railroad Commission defended oil prices in times of excess
supply (Yergin, 1991).
Oil can be over-valued because its value is manipulated by a
cartel and so thus oil’s value does not find a natural equilibrium. The two episodes of high RGP of oil were un-natural and
brought on large non-OPEC production from provinces like
the North Sea, the North Slope, and the North American
“shale revolution” (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Real Global Price and new oil supplies. Production profiles
depicted schematically, not to scale. Above about $40-45/bbl (RGP),
the high value of oil brings on major new oil supplies.

Historical Analysis

Bretton Woods System
The Bretton Woods system fixed the US dollar’s value on
global currency markets from World War II until 1971. The
collapse of this system, and floating the US dollar, allowed the
greenback to swing wildly on global currency markets; gaining
and losing as much as 45% in value. This monetary event has
been the single biggest driver of the vicissitudes of US oil
industry since 1973 (DeMis, 2000; see AAPG SnD #70037).
Changes in the US dollar’s value are sparingly mentioned in
The Prize (Yergin, 1991). Indeed, Yergin (1991) makes no
mention of “Bretton Woods” or the date, “August 15, 1971”
in his book. But overlooked accord collapse profoundly affected OPECs purchasing power and resulted in the 1970s “price
shocks”.
So what was Bretton Woods? In 1944, major Allied Powers
held a meeting at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire to establish
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a post-war basis for currency exchanges. The Bretton Woods
agreement created a modified gold exchange among signature
countries. The US treasury agreed to make gold and the US
dollar convertible for foreign banks at $35/oz at the “gold window.” Each nation agreed to fix its currency to a 1% trading
range with respect to the dollar. The US dollar became as
“good as gold,” and the world’s reserve currency. The US
became the world’s banker.
Bretton Woods worked very well immediately after WW II
when Europe had no gold and needed to re-build using US dollars (from the Marshall Plan). But things never stay the same.
Europe re-built and their economies grew. By the 1960s,
European countries had recapitalized their central banks
(backed by gold and US dollars), and gained stable currencies
in their own right. In the middle 1960s, it was generally agreed
by central banks that there were too many dollars in circulation; the greenback was overvalued. Attempts to “defend the
dollar” by the London Gold Pool in the 1960s failed (Ghizoni,
2013). Then things got worse. By the late 1960s, inflation from
the war in Vietnam and deficit spending on President Johnson’s
Great Society program (Spencer, 1974; IMF Bulletin, 2008)
caused profound downward pressure on the US dollar.
Many countries, notably France and Switzerland, converted
their US dollars to gold at $35/oz at the “gold window” while
the free market price rose to $40/oz on the street of Zurich.
Where they sold gold for US dollars, then went back to the
gold window. Rinse, Repeat. There was a run on Fort Knox. By
July, 1971, the US had only 10 billion of gold bullion left
(Spencer, 1974). On August 15, 1971, President Nixon
announced that the “gold window” is closed; Bretton Woods
ended.

Real Global Price Events
The Real Global Price of oil is controlled by inflation, by
drops in the nominal price of oil (because of excess supply),
and by of drops in the value of the US dollar. Of the three factors, drops in the value of the US Dollar have most vexed
OPEC (until the shale revolution of today). The following historical analysis will focus on changes in the US dollar’s value,
and OPEC’s response.

1973-‘74
After the Bretton Woods collapse, the greenback was floated.
It floated like a rock. An attempt to peg the dollar’s value using
the Smithsonian Accord failed. In December, 1971, the US
dollar was devalued by 9 percent. In February, 1973, the dollar
was devalued by another 10 percent. Up to this time in history,
two back-to-back currency devaluations in 14 months were the
province of banana republics - not the once-mighty greenback.
By March, 1973, OPEC was demanding an amendment of
the January 1972 Geneva Agreement in response to the falling
US dollar. OPEC wanted “full compensation as a result of the
devaluation of the US dollar” (MEES, 1973). By the fall of
(Continued)
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1973, OPEC’s purchasing power was at a low (Figure 6).
Nominal oil prices were about $3.5/bbl. By October of 1973,
the price of gold had tripled and the price of corn and wheat
had doubled (Rogers, 1994). In other words, commodities
were rising in response to a falling dollar. Therefore OPEC
announced the oil embargo and a new OPEC posted nominal
price of $5.11/bbl soon followed. The embargo ended in
March, 1974, followed by nominal oil prices rising to $11/bbl.

Figure 6. History of the RGP of oil and US dollar- Part 1. After
Bretton Woods system ended, the US dollar fell 21%. Point A: in
1973, OPEC’s purchasing power reached an all-time low. OPEC
reacts to dollar drops by increasing oil to almost 11/bbl. Point B: by
the late 1970s, the dollar had fallen by over 15%, nominal prices
were dragged down. OPEC openly discussed pricing alternative to
the US dollar. Point C: revolution in Iran pushed nominal prices up
to $39.5/bbl.

The US dollar regained value after the 1974 “oil price
shock”. Economists felt that the US could better weather
future “oil price shocks” by virtue of robust US production
(Tucker, 1992). Countries that had no oil production saw their
trade deficit soar, and the value of their currency fall.
Much has been made of the “geopolitical theater” and
OPEC’s use of “the oil weapon” to explain the price spike of
the early 1970s (e.g., Yergin, 1991). The Prize is a brilliant
book, but it only refers to the US dollars collapse in a few sentences, as ancillary comments. Certainly, the West’s support
of Israel during the Yom Kippur War in 1973 did pique Arab
nations. But OPEC’s real frustration with the declining US
dollars clearly predated this war. Before the December 12,
1970 OPEC meeting in Caracas, OPEC resolved that reference
prices for OPEC oil should be adjusted for drops in the dollar
to maintain “purchasing power of members countries oil revenues” (Salman, 2004).
The “oil price shocks” of the early 1970s were simply
OPEC’s reaction to lost purchasing power from the erosive
effects of a decade of inflation in the 1960s and early 70s, and
a precipitous 21% drop in dollar’s value on global currency
markets (DeMis, 1996, 2000). OPEC members were just
regaining their lost purchasing power once supply and demand
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tightened in 1974. This price increase would have happened
irrespective of the Yom Kippur War.

1979
By 1979, experts had anticipated that US domestic oil production would reduce its reliance on OPEC oil. This did not
happen. The US was consuming more OPEC oil in 1979 than
it had 5 years prior, at the time of the embargo. The value of
the US dollar fell because of growing US reliance on OPEC oil.
Also, the US balance of trade continued to be negative (Tucker,
1992). From 1977 to 1979, nominal oil prices rose from $13/
bbl to about $14.85/bbl. But the dollar fell 17%. The US dollar’s fall cut OPEC’s purchasing power as shown by the RGP
of oil (Figure 6).
In 1979, OPEC openly explored alternatives to the US dollar
(Samij and Clemenz, 1988). Some members suggested that oil
be priced in a basket of currencies. But the “basket of currencies” schemes were deemed too impractical for both buyers
and sellers. However, the revolution in Iran removed 4 million
barrels of crude oil and condensate off the market. Nominal oil
prices soared to $39/bbl, the RGP of oil doubled - so everyone
forgot about the 17% drop in the value of the greenback.

Mid-1980s
In the mid-1980s, the value of the US dollar soared because
of large differences in real interest rates between the US and
Europe. Between 1980 and 1985, the US dollar gained 50%
against the Japanese yen, Deutsche Mark, French Franc, and
British pound. In summer of 1985, one US dollar could buy
one British pound.
OPEC’s purchasing power was at its zenith because of the
high dollar, but global demand was softening, and other supplies of oil were coming on line (e.g., North Sea). The US dollar’s high value allowed Saudi Arabia to maintain purchasing
power while cutting its production to maintain nominal prices.
Saudi Arabia became the “swing producer” during this period
of high US dollar value. Saudi Arabia’s production fell to less
than 4 million barrels per day by 1985.
In September, 1985, the Plaza Accord was implemented to
depreciate the US dollar (Henning and Destler, 1988) (Figure
3). Perhaps not coincidentally, three months later, in December,
1985, Saudi Arabia’s Oil Minister, Sheik Yamani, declared
Saudi Arabia would no longer be the swing producer: it would
pursue a market share policy (MEES, 1985). Nominal oil
prices fell from $30/bbl in November, 1985 to $10/bbl by
March 1986. (Everybody in lost their job, including me.)

Mid-1990s
After the Plaza Accord, the US dollar began a long value
slide down to a new nadir in 1995. From 1990 to 1995, the US
dollar had fallen 15%. By 1995, one dollar could only buy 85
Japanese yen. The nominal price of oil sank from $25/bbl
(Continued)
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(DOD) in 1990 to $17/bbl (D0D) in 1995. OPEC was frustrated by the declining dollar, members wanted higher prices
and more purchasing power. But the 21st century “inverse
relationship” between the price of oil and the US dollar’s
value could not materialize in a market flooded with oil. OPEC
had a tough time.
By 1995, the RGP of oil dropped to the “painful threshold”
set in 1973 (Figure 7). Now the loss in purchasing power was
worse than 1973 because OPEC economics had fundamentally
changed. Important OPEC countries obtained 60-90% of their
revenue from oil sales. In 1973, OPEC countries consumed
about 1 million barrels a day. By 1995, OPEC countries were
consuming 5 million barrels day, or one-fifth, of their own
quota (Gately, 2013).

Figure 7. History of the RGP of oil and US dollar – Part 2. Point A:
the value of the US dollar peaked in 1985 thereby maintaining
OPEC purchasing power. Point B: by 1995, OPEC’s purchasing
power was as low it was in 1973. Point C: RGP of oil drops to new
low. OPEC and non-OPEC collaborate to push prices up to the middle of the Post-1986 trading range, Point D.

The 1995 oil consumption numbers show that key OPEC
countries had changed from mostly rural populations to fully
modernized economies with a burgeoning middle class. Key
countries also had subsidized health care and education cost
which had to be paid for with oil revenue (DeMis, 2000).
OPEC needed more purchasing power from oil in 1995 than it
did in 1973.
Once again, as happened in 1979, OPEC’s response to this
drop in the greenback was to openly call for abandoning the US
dollar as was widely reported in various news media (e.g.,
Platt’s Oilgram News, 1995), but ignored by economists.
Various pricing schemes were publically offered: the Iranian
Oil Minister suggested that oil be priced in yen; the Algerian
oil minster suggested that OPEC adopt an SDR-based pricing
system; the United Arab Emirates (UAE) oil minster suggested oil be priced using a basket of currencies (Tachibana, 1995).
OPEC oil ministers’ threats to drop the US dollar as a basis of
pricing oil are the under-reported news of the decade! OPEC’s
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frustration with low purchasing power was manifest and the
coming nominal price increases were obvious.
OPEC’s 1995 comments confirmed their long disgust with
the falling dollar, and their dire need for more purchasing
power. In the mid-1990s, many people suggested OPEC was
dead, and that OPEC would never hold a production quota
again (e.g., Bahree and Tanner, 1995). This point of view was
rubbish to anyone who read OPEC’s statements. So, irrespective of any differences within OPEC, it was clear OPEC would
make a production agreement at their 1996 meeting. Prices
rose to their post-1986 RGP trading range (DeMis, 2000).

1998-‘99
In 1998, nominal oil prices collapsed to $10/bbl. The US
dollar had strengthened 15% above its 1995 low. The ’98-‘99
price collapse was not driven by a change in the value of the
dollar; oversupply was the driving factor. OPEC had raised its
production quota just before a recession hit Asia. This caused
a profound slump in oil demand (Clayton, 2015). Up to 1997,
most of the growth in world oil consumption was in Asia, so
the economic slow-down lead directly to a decreased oil consumption.
Another factor was that Saudi Arabia had grown weary of
Venezuela’s chronic cheating on quotas. Saudi Arabia wanted
to give Venezuela and other quota cheaters “a good sweating”
(sensu J. D. Rockefeller; see Yergin, 1991) and would not blink
on cutting production to stabilize prices.
This event does not fit the dollar exchange rate-oil value
story being told here. But the 1999 event is important because
it showed that even countries outside of OPEC had a ‘painful
threshold’. In 1999, the RGP of oil was far below OPEC’s
“painful threshold” set in 1995. Non-OPEC oil producing
countries felt the pain. Non-OPEC countries sent representative to attend or “observe” OPEC meetings. Key non-OPEC
countries Norway and Mexico worked with OPEC to get an
agreement to cut production by 2 million barrels a day
(Ibrahim, 1999). With non-OPEC countries and chronic
OPEC cheaters now toeing the line, Saudi Arabia agreed to
take the largest cut of 500K bbl/day (ibid). Prices quickly
rebounded to their post-1986 trading range. This collaboration
presaged OPEC and non-OPEC cooperation of 2016. This
intervention, to maintain a floor to oil’s value, is part of the
long history of oil. Before OPEC, the Texas Railroad
Commission defended prices in times of excess supply (Yergin,
1991).

2005-'14
After 2005, the greenback began a long slide caused by
exploding US deficits from fighting two post-9/11 wars (Paul
and Quenemoen, 2003; DeMis, 2016). The greenback dropped
36% from 2002 to 2008 (Figure 8). By 2005, OPEC surplus
capacity fell to less than 1 mmbo/day (Fattouh, 2006). Now
(Continued)
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oil prices brought an abundance of money to the “oil patch”
through private equity partnerships.

2014-Present

Figure 8. History of RGP of oil and the US dollar – Part 3. Point A:
the US dollar drops over 30% by 2008. Point B: after 2004, with oil
supplies tight, OPEC quickly offset the declining greenback with
higher nominal prices. Point C: trading range for 2000-2005. Point
D: OPEC was challenged by “American oil supply shocks” and
allowed prices to fall. Point E: in 2016, OPEC and non-OPEC countries collaborate to push up nominal prices. Point F: a new painful
threshold of about $28/bbl (RGP) appears have been set.

that supply and demand were tight, OPEC (and day-traders in
commodity “pits”) could make almost daily adjustments to
nominal prices to offset changes in US dollar’s value - as
OPEC had wanted to do since 1970.
Figure 8 also shows that after 2005, the oil-dollar inverse
relationship was manifestly established and continues today.
This relationship might have originated from former Deputy
Secretary-general of OPEC, Ramzi Salman, who suggested in
the influential journal, Middle East Economic Survey, that
OPEC “…change the present price range to a floating (range)
that moves up and down, linked to an index based on a basket
of currencies” (Salman, 2004). Although Salman warned this
pricing scheme could bring new instability to “an oil market
already crammed with many unpredictable factors” (ibid), it
was exactly what OPEC had been doing in very slow motion
throughout the 1990s (DeMis, 1996), and what they had
wanted to implement back in 1970 when the dollar’s value first
started to soften.
From 2005-2014, demand was driven by tight oil supply and
growing oil exports to China (Fattouh, 2006). OPEC firmly
controlled oil prices. And just like in the early 1980s, OPEC
over-corrected the price. Oil became over-valued. Again, the
high value of oil discouraged consumption and encouraged
new supplies of oil outside OPEC.
The high RGP of oil was coincident with, and nurtured,
American ingenuity and entrepreneurialism in horizontal drilling and multi-stage fracking in resource plays. By 2006,
America had entered the “shale revolution.” The high value of
oil encouraged - and forgave - the requisite experimentation
needed to perfect new innovations. Just as important, peaking
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The value of the US dollar rose because of changes in economic fundamentals beginning in 2014. The World Economic
Outlook predicted the US GDP would grow at 0.5%, whereas
the Eurozone countries were forecast to grow at -0.3%.
Especially important was the weak forecasted growth for
Germany at -0.5%, and Japan at -0.7% (Rosenberg, 2014). Also,
the perception that the Federal Reserve would begin raising
interest rate buoyed the US dollar. European Central Banks
were at effective negative interest rates (Irwin, 2014). Yield on
the 10-year Treasury bond was 1.9% versus 0.2% for comparable German and 0.4% for Japanese notes (Smith, 2015). Money
looking for real yields flowed into the US and lifted the greenback.
In 2014, oversupply put downward pressure on OPEC’s
prices. In February, 2014, Iraq oil production increased by 520
thousand b/d. America’s production climbed to 8.5 million
b/d, up incrementally 3.3 million b/d over the baseline. In the
1970s, the world had to deal with OPEC “oil price shocks.” By
2014, OPEC had to deal with “American oil supply shocks.”
The sophistry of “Peak Oil” was forever dead. OPEC held
production flat while rising American production displaced
OPEC imports. The 2014 oil price crash occurred because of
excessive US-driven supply, not a rising dollar.
A rising greenback helped OPEC retain purchasing power
even as oil prices dropped. For almost two years, Saudi Arabia
kept output steady in the hope it would slow the US shale
revolution (Blas, 2018), destroy the expensive tar sands
(Berman, 2016), and chase investors out of the “oil patch.”
This strategy slowed “shale plays,” and many companies had
to file for bankruptcy protection, but American production
continued to grow.
By 2016, OPEC and other non-OPEC oil producers realized
they needed to cut production to restore purchasing power.
They had reached a new “painful threshold.” On October 10,
2016, Russian President Vladimir Putin announced Russia will
support OPEC goals of cutting global crude output. On
November 30, 2017, OPEC and Russia agreed to extend their
1.8 million b/d production cut to the end of 2018. This
announcement and declining production in Venezuela lifted
nominal oil prices.

Today’s Trading Range
Oil prices today trade in a range of about $45 to $70/bbl
(DOD). This nominal price range converts to $30-46/bbl
(RGP). This range is a bit higher and broader than the RGP
trading range established for 2000-05 by DeMis, 2016. Today’s
range is shown on Figure 9. The lower end of this trading
range is questionable because the new ‘painful threshold’ of
(Continued)
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once tried to peg oil prices to gold to combat declines in the
greenback (Salman, 2004).
From 1960 to 1986, one ounce of gold bought 11.5 barrels.
When the RGP was low, from 1986 to 2000, one ounce of gold
bough 21 barrels of oil. Oil was undervalued with respect to
gold. From 2005 thru 2014, when the RGP was high, the historic oil-gold relation was restored: one ounce of gold bought
12.8 barrels of oil. Since 2015, the oil-gold relation has become
decoupled again. One ounce of gold buys 27 barrels of oil on
average for that period. In the last 3 months, one ounce of gold
buys 21 barrels of oil; oil prices are rising with respect to gold.
The same rise can be seen in the RPG analysis.

Price Predictions
Figure 9. Nominal oil and gold prices. The two commodities track
each other closely except during two episodes, marked by A and B.
From 1986 to 2000, and 2014 to present, oil and gold’s long-term
relationship became decoupled because of oversupply. Oil was
under-valued in these times.

$28/bbl (RGP) is poorly defined: there is not enough history
on the super alliance of OPEC and Russia, or how they will
cooperate when prices drop. The width of the trading band,
$16, is wider than the 2000-2005 trading band for the same
reasons.

Commodity Analysis
A commodity analysis corroborates the exchange rate analysis implicit in this RGP retrospective (Figure 10). Gold has
always provided a standard measure for any currency's
strength. Only recently has paper currency been unpegged to
any metal. This analysis is also relevant because OPEC had

Prediction of the Past
The robustness of a model can be judged by the validity of its
predictions. Using a RGP analysis, DeMis (1996) concluded:
“Towards the end of this decade, as global oil demand
catches up with supply, there will be extreme pressure on oil
producing countries to steeply raise prices to correct for the
dollar’s drop, or possibly even abandon the US dollar as the
basis for pricing oil.”

In 2004, global demand caught up with supply, and nominal
oil prices rose steeply to correct for the dollar’s drop; rising
from $35 to $120/bbl. The “inverse dollar-oil” relation of
today was born.
In November, 2000, Iraq abandoned the US dollar as a basis
of pricing oil. In April, 2008, Iran dropped the US dollar as the
basis for pricing oil.
DeMis (1996) presented a “what-if scenario” to show what
would happen if oil prices fell to $10/bbl (DOD) in the thennear future, circa 1998; to demonstrate how a RGP analysis is
a better tool to predict price behavior; and to show the price
pessimists that they were wrong. A RGP model showed that at
$10/bbl (DOD), oil’s value would be below OPEC’s “painful
threshold” established in 1995. DeMis (1996) proposed that
OPEC would have to make production agreements to quickly
push oil prices to $25 or $30/bbl (DOD) - which is what OPEC
did (Please see AAPG SnD #70037).

Case Study: ARCO sells to BP

Figure 10. Projected nominal oil prices in a RGP analysis with falling
US dollar. This 5-year projection assumes the value of the US dollar
drops by 25% and inflation is 2%. Point A: 2014 to present inferred
trading range of $30 to $46/bbl (RGP). Note that $80/bbl shifts to
the low end of the new trading range. In such a scenario, OPEC
(and possible non-OPEC) countries would cut supplies to regain purchasing power.
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It might seem that the effects of the changing value of the US
dollar on OPEC have long been known to economists, major oil
companies, and investment bankers advising on mergers. This
is manifestly not true. In 1999, ARCO did not have a single
economist or investment bankers who advised them using a
RPG perspective for oil prices. During the 1998-‘99 oil price
collapse, oil fell to $10/bbl (DOD). ARCO’s CEO, Michael
Bowlin, was convinced that oil prices would stay low for years.
Former President of ARCO International
(Continued)
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Marlan Downey recounts, “There was no way we could convince our CEO that oil prices would ever recover” (Downey,
Personal Communication, 2008).
Mr. Bowlin unilaterally called a meeting with Sir John
Brown, Chief executive of BP, and proposed that BP buy
ARCO. Sir Brown was reportedly “shocked” by the offer
(Salpukas, 1999). Mr. Bowlin told reporters that with “the
uncertain future of oil prices, (this sale) is a good deal for the
ARCO shareholders” (ibid). Mr. Bowlin had bankers on his
side: “Analysts advised that unless crude oil prices recovered
the company would see its earnings decline and have trouble
paying it annual dividend” (ibid). No one ever mentioned that
oil’s RGP value was at an all-time low.
ARCO sold at the lowest RGP of oil in the last 50 years
(Figure 7). Shareholders lost insane value because ARCO, and
the bankers advising its management, lacked an analysis that
showed oil’s value relative to OPEC, They lacked a RGP analysis. They did not understand the relationship between oil and
the US dollar. ARCO was sold at a deep discount and, not
incidentally, thousands of ARCO employees lost their jobs in
the worst timed and ill-advised merger in the OPEC era.

Future Predictions
Many factors can affect the price of oil. For example, the
socialist paradise of Venezuela is running out of other people’s
money, the economy is collapsing and its oil production is falling fast. This supply short-fall could force oil prices up.
Conversely, if “American oil supply shocks” feed more oil into
the global market, prices will go down - unless OPEC and nonOPEC countries want to cut production to make room for
American oil.
Oil might be priced in other currencies. China has set up a
futures market for trading oil priced in yuan. News reports
claim that China is pressuring Saudi Arabia to price oil in yuan.
News reports claim that a cabal led by China and Russia want
to abolish the US dollar as the basis for pricing oil. And so on.
No price prediction can incorporate all the important factors
with any semblance of accuracy. But a simple way to consider
future oil price behavior is to just look at the purchasing power
of oil with respect to the people who (try to) control the price.
Figure 9 shows $40 to $80/bbl (DOD) projected out 5 years
using a RGP analysis. This model assumes the US dollar falls
25% gradually over 5 years with 2% annual inflation. A 25% drop
in the greenback is not unreasonable. The dollar fell over 30%
from 2002 to 2008. With a 25% decline in the US dollar’s
value, $80/bbl (DOD) oil would move to the low range of the
RGP trading, and be close to the new “painful threshold” of
$28/bbl (RGP).
The US dollar will drop sometime in the near future. The
greenback is still the major reserve currency of the world.
However, the world, not just long-suffering OPEC, will not
tolerate this major reserve currency being continuously devalued by exploding federal deficits.

Conclusions
Over the long term, oil prices are driven by the value of the
US dollar in the post-Bretton Woods era, and by the supplydemand balance. In times of tight supply, OPEC can offset the
dollar’s drops in value by increasing the price of oil. Oil can
become over-valued because a cartel prevents oil prices from
finding a natural equilibrium. In times of excess supply, OPEC
cannot immediately offset drops in the US dollar. In times of
very low value, OPEC and non-OPEC countries have put aside
their differences and make production accords to regain purchasing power.
A Real Global Price analysis is a superior method for assessing past OPEC actions and historical trends because it measures OPEC’s purchasing power, and because it is simple.
Long-term oil price behavior can be better predicted using a
RGP analysis. The trading range for oil prices today seems to
be $45-70/bbl (DOD), but this price range can change dramatically when the US dollar changes value.
Post May 2018 Predictions
The data for the above paper was assembled by March 2018
for The Outcrop. Since then, the price of oil (WTI, Cushing)
has varied between $75 and $42/bbl (DOD). Only 20% of the
time was the price above $70/bbl. On December 7, 2018,
OPEC + intervened with a 1.2 million barrel production cut as
the price was sliding below $50/bbl (DOD) to a nadir of $42/
bbl. The predicted range from this of paper $45-70/bbl (DOD)
has been fairly accurate (Figure 11). The robustness of a RGP
analysis is affirmed, although a RGP analysis was not intended
for predicting day-to-day, or even quarterly, fluctuations.

Figure 11. Price of oil in dollars of the day (WTI, Cushing) since
March 1, 2018. The projected price range of $45 to $70 published
in the May issue of The Outcrop is shown by red lines. Eighty percent
of the time, the price was within the projected window. Data from the
Federal Reserve Economic Data web site (FRED), accessed January
7, 2019.
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REAL GLOBAL PRICE OF OIL CONTINUED
On January 7, 2019, Saudi Arabia announced their intention
to cut oil exports by another 800 thousand barrels in an attempt
to get $80/bbl. This export cut is in addition to the recent
December, 2018 agreement (Faucon and Said, WSJ, Jan. 8,
2019). Oil prices have risen up to $50/bbl. Clearly Saudi
Arabia needs more cash for their government budget that is
run on one commodity.
Going forward, absent a large moves in the dollar (>10%), or
a global recession, oil prices will continue to range in the $45
to $70/bbl (DOD), with a median price at about $60/bbl
(DOD). I do not believe $45/bbl is the new “painful threshold” but it is pretty close because recent low prices caused
Alberta to cut oil production in December, 2018. The painful
threshold, where true panic sets in, is probably below $40/bbl
(DOD), but this has not been tested yet.
The fundamental tenant of this historical analysis of the RGP
of oil is OPEC sets the price. Certainty, OPEC’s role has been
pivotal for over 40 years. However, this basic tenant might be
changing. Exploding US oil production is disrupting geopolitics and the long-held world order of OPEC’s control.
Noteworthy are predictions by some that Permian basin oil
production could increase by as much as another 2 to 3 million
barrels per day (a discussion of the accuracy of this prediction
is fodder for another paper). Brazil might be exporting 1 million barrels per day by 2022 (Querubin, 2019). It challenges
the imagination that Saudi Arabia or OPEC+ will be able to
keep oil prices overvalued, i.e., above $70/bbl (DOD) or $45/
bbl (RGP), in the face of another 3 to 4 million barrel per day
in supply. A group solution, i.e., getting more non-OPEC
members to cut production, seems improbable because the big
non-OPEC producers have already signed up to the OPEC+
cartel.
If such a glut were to happen, it will push oil prices below the
“painful threshold.” Oil prices might dip below $35/bbl again.
If OPEC+ does not have enough budgetary “wiggle room” or
cash reserves to cut production to push up nominal prices
above the “painful threshold.” Several speculative scenarios
follow.
The Texas Railroad commission might resume its historic
role of preventing waste and re-impose “prorations” to dampen oil production. The government of the Canadian province
of Alberta has already ordered an 8.7 percent reduction to its
oil output. This might push prices up to the low $50s.
China stepped into the economically-imploding socialist
paradise of Venezuela back in 2001 to form a Comprehensive
Development Partnership. China has lent $60 billion, primarily repaid in oil, to fund more than 600 investment projects. In
return, Chinese companies have received preferential access to
Venezuela’s domestic market, and lucrative infrastructure concessions. In addition, economically imploding Venezuela has
become a client state of Russia. It is now planning to allow
Russia to base its Tu-160 nuclear-capable strategic bombers on
the Venezuelan island of La Orchila in the Caribbean.
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Reasoning by analogy, friendly Middle East OPEC countries
might be pushed to cash-rich countries if nominal oil prices
drop below the “painful threshold” for too long. China’s Belt
and Road Initiative is intended, in part, to secure resources,
especially out of East Africa. From leasing a military base in
Djibouti just miles from America’s only African military base,
to alleged predatory lending to Sri Lanka lead to Sri Lanka
handing over it strategically located Hambantota deep-water
port (Chellancy, 2017), to bailing out flagging the sovereign
wealth fund in Malaysia in exchange for stakes in railroads and
pipelines, to building a blue-water navy, China’s goal is to
secure resources and project power.
Once-friendly Middle Eastern OPEC countries punished by
painfully low oil prices might become easy prey for the trillions
of US dollars China has in its central bank. This could be a
plume too ripe for China not to pick. This would is not a good
thing strategically for America. This scenario would insure
low nominal prices for a long period of time because China is a
big consumer of oil, but it would mean a loss of friendly-to-theUS Middle Eastern oil resources. The shale boom cannot last
forever. Over the long run, the US will still need access to
Middle East oil supplies.
The future will be interesting.
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Monday, June 3
Attend the SIPES Foundation Seminar to learn about the
colorful, 100-year history of Rocky Mountain National Park.
We'll also discuss the people and places of the Estes Park area.
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SIPES 2019 Convention — June 3-6
Estes Park  Colorado
Technical Program Speaker Schedule
Tuesday, June 4
8:15-8:30 a.m. — "Opening Comments"
8:30-9:00 a.m. — David Shiels, #3171 —
Shiels Engineering, Inc., Kaufman, TX
"Cost-Effective Methods of Cleaning up
Old Well Sites"
9:00-9:30 a.m. — Robin Vasicek, #2354 —
QP, Inc., Midland, TX
"Operating and Living with Stripper Wells"
9:30-10:00 a.m. — Kirk Kolar, #3343 — DKT
Energy, LLC & Hydrocarb-en, LLC, Edmond, OK
"1031 Like Kind Exchanges for
Oil and Gas Assets"
10:15-10:45 a.m. — John Wright, #2497 —
Wright Consulting Company, Inc., Golden, CO
"Quick Look Economics to Help Sell Your Deal"
10:45-11:15 a.m. — Bill Goff, #2068 —
Cholla Production, LLC, Littleton, CO
"Considering the Future of the Geologist
Entrepreneur: Will There be a Chair
at the Table?"
11:15-11:45 a.m. — David Nicklin, #3328 —
David F. Nicklin International Consulting, LP,
Gardnerville, NV
"Twenty Years of Professional Independence —
Variety is the Spice of Life"

Wednesday, June 5
8:15-8:45 a.m. — Jamie Robertson, #2826 —
Salt Creek Petroleum, LLC, Fort Worth, TX
"Climate Change: A Technical Perspective"
8:45-9:15 a.m. — Randy Bissell — Headington
Energy Partners, LLC— Corpus Christi, Texas
"Architecture of Wolfcamp Carbonate
Debris Flows, Midland Basin, Texas"
9:15-9:45 a.m. — Gregg Alletag, #3484 —
Barite Rose Energy, Inc., Oklahoma City, OK
"A Career of Professional Flexibility
in Geoscience"
10:00-10:30 a.m. — Robert Slocum —
Slocum Geophysics, LLC & Polatomic, Inc.,
Richardson, TX
"Ultra-High Resolution Aeromagnetic
(U-HRAM) Surveys for Drilling Hazard
Avoidance & Geophysical Applications"
10:30-11:00 a.m. — John Horne, #3419 —
Orion International Ltd., Golden, CO (co-author
William Pearson, #3418 — Pearson Technologies,
Inc., Golden, CO)
"A Rational Approach to the Exploration
for Helium"
11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. — David Abbott —
Consulting Geologist, Denver, CO
Ethics Course — "Honesty — Avoiding the
Misuse of Models"


Speakers and schedule are subject to change.
Please see www.sipes.org for updates.
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